


2 * More necklaces available! See page 53 – 55.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

l.

h.

i.
j.

k.

Crafted by Nature!  Each pendant is unique, crafted by nature for 
a one of a kind piece! Uniquely striped by nature, these wooden 
pendant and earring sets are fabulous!
a. Diamond earrings 35mm E408 $32, 35mm pendant P408 

$22 shown on necklace NN252-black/brown* 18” $14
b. Round earrings (not personalized) 30mm EN409 $29, 

70mm pendant P409 $24 shown on necklace NN390 – 
black 23”+2” $18

Like a fingerprint, every leaf is unique.  The same is true with the 
leaves that make the background for these gorgeous pendants!
c. “Sage Leaf Green” round pendant P418 $24 shown on 

necklace NN390 – black 23”+2”

Vintage pearls, crystal, ceramic, and chain make a 
gorgeous necklace and earring set!  We love it so 
much, we gave you four color choices!  Necklace is 
20”+3” and comes with matching earrings.  Shown 
here with our new 38mm engraved porcelain 
pendants!  Stunning!
h. Vintage set in red SEN67 $32 shown with 

red porcelain pendant P412 $20
i. Vintage set in plum SEN68 $32 shown with 

plum porcelain pendant P413 $20
j. Vintage set in brown SEN69 $32 shown with 

brown porcelain pendant P414 $20
k. Vintage set in black SEN70 $32 shown with 

crème porcelain pendant P415 $20 
l.     50mm shell pendant P289 $19 on Red 

Aventurine natural stone necklace 18”+2” 
NN418 $46

d. 45mm shell pendant P314 
$19 on 10-12mm Olive 
Jade natural stone necklace 
18”+2” NN417 $54

e. Stunning!  Turquoise and jet 
5 strand necklace 17-21” and 
earring set SEN81 $32 
shown with onyx pendant 
P381 $28

f. So wearable!  Five strands 
of turquoise “make” this 
necklace and earring set 
17-21” SEN71 $32.  Shown 
with new light wood 60mm 
teardrop pendant P410 
$24

g. Seeing dots!  How much fun 
is this inlayed shell pendant?  
P411 $24 shown on 5 
strand silky cord necklace 
NN241-black 18” $24
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d.

f.

g.

i.

j.

e.

h.

a.

b.

c.

a. Chunky brown “turquoise-look” necklace and earring set SEN83 17”+4” $24 
is so stylish with our 60mm teardrop pendant P410 $24

b. Chunky turquoise necklace and earring set 17”+4”SEN84 $24 is a natural 
classic paired with our red porcelain pendant 38mm P412 $20

c. Tiger’s Eye and a bronzed mix of beads combine in this 2 strand 17”+4” 
necklace and earring set SEN88 $26 shown with 50mm oval shell pendant 
P289 $19

d. Multi colored porcelain, shell, and beads are paired perfectly in this 2 strand 
17”+4” necklace and earring set SEN89 $28 shown with aqua porcelain 
38mm pendant P416 $20

e. 70mm wood pendant P326 $21 on Red Aventurine natural 
stone necklace 18”+2” NN418 $46

f. Red Aventurine bracelet BN418 $30 and earrings EN418 
$16

g. 50mm wood pendant P325 $19 on 10-12mm Olive Jade 
natural stone necklace 18”+2” NN417 $54

h. 12mm Olive Jade bracelet BN417 $36 and earrings 
EN417 $18

i. Unique, natural, and really pretty!  Natural fibers are 
“encased” in this pendant to add texture and create this 
one of a kind look!  35mm Pendant P417 $22 shown on 5 
strand silky cord necklace NN241-black 18” $24.  Earrings 
E417 $36

j. Oversized chocolate glass pearls NN438 $44 18-20” are 
beautiful alone, or with our hammered sterling silver pendant 
P367 $56.  Matching pearl earrings EN438 $14 and 
bracelet BN438 $24
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a.

g.
h.

i.

b.

e. f.

c.

d.

a. Multi goes with everything, and this is no exception!  5 strands of turquoise and jewel tones sparkle in this 
17”+4” necklace and earring set SEN82 $28.  Shown with hammered sterling silver teardrop pendant 
P264 $40.  Matching sterling earrings E264 $26

b. The perfect single strand, neutral multi necklace and earring set!  18”+3” SEN93 $18. 
Shown with translucent Jade teardrop pendant P384 $28.  Earrings not shown.

c. A classic version of chunky…this necklace is an absolutely gorgeous mix of turquoise/tiger’s eye/porcelain, 
and gives you just a little more volume than normal!  Set of earrings and 17”+3” necklace SEN94 $28.  
Shown with 50mm wood pendant P325 $19.

d. Strung on a silver toned chain, this multi necklace is full of rich jewel tones!  Set of 18”+3” necklace and 
earrings SEN95 $28 is shown with sterling silver hammered pendant P367 $56 and earrings EN181 $36. 
Matching stone earrings not shown.

e. Aqua porcelain 38mm pendant P416 $20 shown on 16” NN305-brown $16.
f. Plum porcelain 38mm pendant P413 $20 shown on 24” double suede cord NN351-brown $14

A smaller version of the dyed mother of pearl shells really lends itself to our double suede cords in 24” and 30” 
lengths!  Super trendy!  Super cute!
g. Lime 45mm pendant P403 $22 shown on 24” NN351 black (also in brown)$14
h. Brown 45mm pendant P404 $22 shown on 30” NN350 brown (also in black) $16
i. Aqua 45mm pendant P405 $22 shown on 20” NN394 coral* $14
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a. So easy to wear!  Five strands 
of turquoise and tiger’s eye 
“make” this necklace and 
earring set 17-21” SEN72 
$32.  Shown with new 38mm 
crème porcelain pendant 
P415 $20

b. Multi colored porcelain, 
shell, and beads are paired 
perfectly in this 2 strand 
17”+4” necklace and earring 
set SEN89 $28 shown with 
red porcelain 38mm pendant 
P412 $20

c. Chunky turquoise 
necklace and earring set 
17”+4”SEN84 $24 is a 
natural classic paired with 
our brown porcelain pendant 
38mm P414 $20

d. Wow!  With five strands of 
turquoise chips this necklace 
and earring set makes a 
statement!  17-21” SEN71 
$32.  Shown with new 38mm 
aqua porcelain pendant 
P416 $20

e. An eclectic mix of shell, 
turquoise, natural stones, 
pearl, and beads makes this 
3 strand multi necklace and 
earring set unique!  17”+4” 
SEN90 $28.  Shown 
with 38mm plum porcelain 
pendant P413 $20

f. Coordinating bracelets!  
Sold as a set of 5 separate 
bracelets, you can choose 
your favorite, or get them all 
and mix and match!  
Tiger’s eye/brown  BN389 $16 
Multi   BN390 $16 
Turquoise/tiger’s eye BN391 $16

g. New 38mm brown porcelain pendant P414 $20 shown on 5 strand silky cord 
necklace NN241-black 18” $24

h. 38mm red porcelain pendant P412 $20 shown on 4mm black pearl necklace 
NN464-black 16”-18” $24

i. 38mm crème porcelain pendant P415 $20 shown on 5 strand beaded 
necklace NN304-black 16” $26

j. Six strands of mixed metallics and turquoise make a stunning necklace and 
earring set!   SEN91 18”+4” at shortest strand.  $28

k. This classic 3 strand combination of porcelain, crystal, turquoise, and beads is 
sure to be your favorite necklace/earring set!  17”+4” SEN96 $32.  Shown with 
38mm crème porcelain pendant P415 $20

l. Sparkling crystals and jewel toned stones lend a festive look to this necklace/
earring set.  18”+3” SEN92 $32.  Shown with 38mm aqua porcelain pendant 
P416 $20

a.

b. c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j. k.

l.

Matching earrings not shown.
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a. Oversized and really chunky, our 3-strand red 
turquoise set is a best seller! SEN66 18”+3” 
$32

b. Chunky red turquoise 17”+4” necklace and 
earring set SEN85 $24 is so pretty with our 
45mm round mother of pearl pendant P295 
$19.  Matching 20mm round earrings E187 
$22.

c. Our graduated Red Jade necklace NN428 
$38 at 18”+2” is a best seller, and great 
paired with our 50mm wooden diamond pen-
dant P323 $21.  Matching Red Jade earrings 
EN428 $16 and bracelet BN428 $28.

These 4mm glass pearls are a great addition to 
your wardrobe!  Available in teal, white, black, 
aqua, orange, hot pink, sage, and chocolate 
you are sure to find a few colors that you need!  
NN464-specify color 16”-18” $24
d. Teal pearls NN464-teal $24 shown with 

round marble pendant P344-crème* $32
e. Black pearls NN464-black $24 shown with 

diamond marble pendant P343-aqua* $22
f. Chocolate pearls NN464-chocolate $24 

shown with diamond marble pendant P343-
brown* $22

•	 Round	marble	pendants	P344-specify	
color available in aqua, brown, crème, green, 
orange, and pink. $22 each

•	 Diamond	marble	pendants	P343-specify	
color available in aqua, black, brown, crème, 
and green $22 each

•	 Oval	marble	pendants	P342-specify	color	
available in black, brown, and crème $22 each

g. 10 strands of bronzed metallic beads are at 
once elegant and rustic.  18”+2” Necklace 
and earrings SEN74 $26 shown with 45mm 
golden shell pendant P295 $19

h. 10 strands of multi colored beads sprinkled 
with mixed metallics are a lot of fun! 18”+2” 
Necklace and earrings SEN77 $26 shown 
with silver plated jet pendant P365 $42.

i. 10 strands of black beads sprinkled with mixed 
metallics are classic! 18”+2” Necklace and ear-
rings SEN75 $26 shown with new light wood 
60mm teardrop pendant P410 $24 

a.

b.

c.

d. e. f.

g.
h.

i.
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a. Chunky multi colored turquoise necklace and earring set 17”+4”SEN86 $24 is a 
natural classic paired with our aqua porcelain pendant 38mm P416 $20

b. Chunky brown turquoise necklace and earring set 17”+4”SEN83 $24 is paired 
with crème porcelain pendant 38mm P415 $20

c. This bright multi colored mix of shells makes you smile!  Necklace 16”+4” and 
earrings SEN87 $32.  Shown with 45mm shell pendant P295 $19.  Matching 
engraved earrings E187 $22

d. Chunky turquoise bracelets to match your new favorite necklaces! 
BN392 – brown, multi, red, turquoise (specify color when ordering) $14 each

e. Oval marble pendant P342-crème* $22 shown on 5 strand silky cord necklace 
NN241-black 16” $22

f. Round marble pendant P344-aqua* $22 shown on multi strand cord necklace 
NN305-black 16” $16

g. Round marble pendant P344-green* $22 shown on multi strand cord necklace 
NN305-brown 16” $16

h.	 Diamond	marble	pendant	P343-crème*	$22	shown	on	stone	chip	multi	necklace	
and earring set  18”+3” SEN93 $18.  

i. Three strands of glass, stones, and chunks of turquoise make this necklace so 
pretty!  17”+3” Necklace and earrings SEN73 $28 shown with 70mm wooden 
pendant P331 $21.

a.

b.

e. h.

g.

f.

i.

c.

d.
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* More colors available! 

See pages 53 – 55.

Copper 
Collection

a. b. c.
d.

e.

f. g.

a. Hammered chocolate copper teardrop pendant P369 $26 
shown on 5-strand NN304-black/green/gold* 18” $32

b. Hammered chocolate copper round pendant P370 $26 
shown on NN252-black/brown* 18” $12

c. Natural copper teardrop pendant P371 $26 
shown on 5-strand NN378 $42  16” 

d. Natural copper diamond pendant P372 $26 
shown on 6-strand NN389-green* $18 23”+2”

e. Large hammered chocolate copper teardrop pendant P373 $29 
shown on 4-strand NN394 – red* $14 20”

f. Hammered natural copper diamond pendant P374 $26 
shown on 5-strand NN304 brown/green/gold* 18” $32 
Matching earrings E442 $24

g. Hammered chocolate copper teardrop pendant P369 $26 
shown on 5-strand NN304-black/brown/gold* 18” $32
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h. Hammered natural copper rectangle pendant on black 
suede cord N442 $32 18”

i. Natural copper round pendant on 2-strand suede cord 
N443 – black or brown $32 18”

j. Hammered natural copper pendant on 2-strand suede cord 
N444 – black or brown $34 18”

k. Natural copper rectangle pendant on 2-strand suede cord 
N445 – black or brown $32 18”

l. Natural copper oval pendant on 2-strand suede cord 
N446 – black or brown $32 18”

m. Hammered natural copper oval pendant on 2-strand cord 
N447 – black or brown $32 18”

n. Natural copper oval pendant P375 $26 shown on 
NN394 – black* $14 20”

o. Hammered natural copper round earrings EN443 $18
p. Hammered natural copper hoop earrings EN444 $20
q. Hammered natural copper cuff bracelet BN441 $28

This stunning new collection of copper, in a variety of textures and 
tones, is an exciting addition to our monogrammed jewelry collection!  
These beautiful pieces add a sense of sophistication and natural 
style to your accessories wardrobe.  Our chocolate copper has a rich 
charcoal/brown patina, in contrast to the natural copper which will 
gradually develop a deeper color over time…like a penny!

h. i. j. k. l.

m.
n.

o.

q.

p.
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a. Make a statement  with our onyx “pearl” necklace 
NN449 $34 and brown natural shell pendant P287 $17
b. Oversized chocolate glass pearls NN438 $44 18 –20” 
are beautiful alone, or with our jade pendant P346 $32.  
Matching bracelet BN438 $24 and earrings EN438 $14 
shown below.
c. Jet beads sprinkled with silver make a beautiful design!  
Necklace NN436 $34 18-20” shown with natural shell 
pendant P295 $19.  Matching bracelet BN436 $22 and 
earrings EN436 $12 shown below.  Findings are silver plated.
d. This classic jet necklace works beautifully with sterling! 
Necklace NN436 $34 18”-20” shown with hammered 
round sterling pendant P358 $42. Matching bracelet and 
earrings shown in letter g. Findings are silver plated.
e. Czech glass bracelet BN369-black $14 stretches to fit 
7-8”.  Earrings EN414-black $12

f. Chocolate glass pearl bracelet BN438 $24 stretches to fit 7-8”.  Earrings EN438 $14
g. Jet beaded bracelet BN436 $22 fits 7 1/2”.  Earrings EN436 $12
h. Hammered chocolate copper teardrop pendant P376 $29 shown on 4-strand NN394–crème $14 20”+2” 

(7 colors) See page 53.
i. Hammered chocolate copper round pendant on 2-strand cord N448 – black or brown $32 18”

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.
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j. Four strands of sterling silver, sprinkled with onyx and carved wooden beads make this necklace an absolutely 
stunning accessory!  NN346 $118 18”-20”

k.	 Double	leather	cords	on	necklace	N124	$76	(black)	are	adjustable	16-18”.		Available	in	brown	N125	$76.
l. Bold black glass pendant PN281**$18 is fantastic on our 24” double suede cord NN351-black or brown $14.  

Layered with this beautiful 40” sterling/onyx necklace NN368 $92 it’s a show stopper!
m. This substantial sterling silver cuff B286 $182 is the perfect complement to any outfit!
n. Necklace P108 $89 16” features black leather cord with toggle.
o. Burnished gold mother of pearl shell necklace NN381 $36 18”-20” shown with hammered sterling silver 

pendant P261 $26. Matching earrings E261 $24
p. Coffee/avocado colored freshwater pearls are beautiful combined with our new copper jewelry!  Necklace 

NN437 $28 shown with hammered natural copper pendant P377 $26 Bracelet BN347 $16, Earrings 
EN347-coffee pearl $12

** Silver plated

q. Coffee brown 
shell necklace 
and earrings 
SEN63 $38 
16”+3” shown 
with 50mm 
wooden pendant 
P325 $19

j.

k.

k.

l.

m.
n.

o.

q.
p.
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Metals are HOT!  In all shades and colors!  Choose from sterling silver, hand-textured 
brass, copper, and chocolate copper!  You will want something in every color!

Three hammered, matte brass 
ovals are stylishly suspended from 
an 18” double black suede cord.  
60x40mm.  Toggle closure.  
Necklace NN452 $29, Earrings 
38mmx22mm EN452 $18  These 
items are not available engraved.

Glass pearls and crystals in an 
essential color combination 
make this a must have set!  

Necklace 18” NN453 $44, 
Bracelet BN453 $24, 

Earrings EN453 $14  
Sterling hammered teardrop 
pendant 45x30mm P264 

$40 and matching 28x20mm 
earrings E264 $26

Elegant brushed, matte 
teardrops in copper 
and brass are a jewelry 
box staple!  Necklace is 
18” with toggle closure, 
40x30mm pendant.
Brass N457 – black or 
green, $32
Copper N458 – black or 
brown, $32.
Matching earrings not 
shown, but available.
Brass E457 $24
Copper E458 $24

Intricate reversible pendants give you two looks – personalized or highly designed!  
Round 26mm pendant, copper P387 $29 shown on necklace NN378 – brown 
$42  Rectangle 25x20mm pendant, gold-tone P388 $29 shown on necklace 
NN236 18” $13  Oval 40x22mm pendant, gold-tone P389 $29 shown on 
NN304 – black/gold/brown 18-20” $32

This substantial bangle will draw 
comments! It’s a knock-out!
Gold-tone, 25mm wide, 
BN370 $49
Hammered gold-tone 25mm 
hoops EN448 $18

Hammered chocolate copper 
monogrammed cuff B372 $37

3 skillfully intertwined hammered bangles 
coordinate with so much!   Chocolate copper 
BN371, natural copper BN373 $45

Hammered chocolate copper 
25mm hoops EN449 $18 
 
Hammered natural copper 
25mm hoops EN450 $18

Natural Copper

Chocolate Copper

Gold Tone
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Metals are HOT!  In all shades and colors!  Choose from sterling silver, hand-textured 
brass, copper, and chocolate copper!  You will want something in every color!

These  contemporary styles are unique, 
fresh, and perfect for today’s fashions!

This diamond hammered 
chocolate copper set is 
fabulous!  20mm Earrings 
E297 $24, 
35mm Pendant P390 $19 
shown on 
NN220-green $11  
This hammered natural 
copper oval set is  
classic, and so wearable!  
15x10mm Earrings 
E298 $24, 25x18mm 
Pendant P391 $19 shown on 
NN305-black $16

Glass pearls and crystals in a beautiful wardrobe essential 
combination of colors make this a must have set! 
Necklace 18” NN454 $44, Bracelet BN454 $24, 
Earrings EN454 $14 with black onyx pendant 25x10mm 
P381 $28

Make a serious statement with 
this matte pendant suspended 
in a shiny 
hammered, pleated 
65x50mm hoop. 
20” double suede black cord.  
N459 $36

Awesome! 
Chocolate and natural 

hammered copper 45mm 
discs hang gracefully 

from a 
20” double suede 

black cord.  
Engraved or not, 
you will love this!  

N460 $36

Shiny and brushed, these sets give you a little glitz and glamour!  
Necklace is 18” with toggle closure, 42x28mm pendant. 
Natural copper necklace N461-black or brown $34 and 20mm 
earrings E461 $24  Gold-tone necklace N462 – green or 
black $34 and 20mm earrings E462 $24

Petite natural and chocolate copper sets are great on simple 
necklaces, or chunky ones as shown here.  Natural round hammered 
copper 15mm earrings E299 $24 and 25mm pendant P392 $19 
shown on NN380 $36; Hammered chocolate copper 30mm 
teardrop earrings E300 $24 and 44mm pendant P393 $19 
shown on NN304 – black/gold/green 18-20” $32

6 marbled beads with pewter accents 
make necklace NN377 $32 the perfect 
accessory for the 45mm mother of 
pearl shell pendant P314 $19.  20mm 
matching earrings E194 $22
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* More colors available! See page 55.

a. 10 strands of black beads sprinkled with 
mixed metallics are classic! 18”+2” Necklace 
and earrings SEN75 $26 shown with 
“sage leaf green” round pendant P418 $24

b. Each pendant is unique, crafted by nature for 
a one of a kind piece! Uniquely striped by 
nature, these wooden pendant and earring 
sets are fabulous! 
70mm pendant P409 $24 shown on 
necklace NN390 – black 23”+2” $18

c.  New light wood 60mm teardrop pendant 
P410 $24 is shown on our extremely 
popular graduated black Jade necklace 
NN419 18”+2” $38

d. New 38mm brown porcelain pendant P414 
$20 shown on 5-strand NN304 black/
brown/gold* 18” $32

e.	 Diamond	shell	pendant	P288	$15	shown	on	
NN252-black/blue* 18” $14

f. Hammered sterling earrings compliment our 
newest sterling pendant additions, or are 
beautiful worn alone every day. 
Round earrings EN445 $28 
Diamond	earrings	EN446	$28

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g. h. i. j.

g. This silver-plated black and aqua glass set is beautiful!  Pendant PN382 $24 shown on 
NN241-black multi corded necklace 16” $22, 18” $24  Bracelet BN442 $28

h. 10 strands of bronzed metallic beads are at once elegant and rustic.  18”+2” Necklace and 
earrings SEN74 $26 shown with 38mm crème porcelain pendant P415 $20

i. 10 strands of black beads sprinkled with mixed metallics are classic! 18”+2” Necklace and 
earrings SEN75 $26 shown with “sage leaf green” round pendant P418 $24

j. 10 strands of platinum metallic beads sparkle!  18”+2” Necklace and earrings SEN76 $26 
shown with hammered sterling silver teardrop pendant P264 $40.  Matching sterling earrings 
E264 $26 not shown.
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g.

a.

b.

c.

f.

d.

e.

h.

i.

j.

a. Charcoal is the new black!  This glass pearl set is a stand out 
and stand alone accessory for the dressiest dress, or jeans! 
Graduated charcoal glass pearl necklace NN440 $58 is 
18” at its shortest strand.

b. Charcoal glass pearl bracelet BN440 fits 7 1/2” $20, 
Earrings EN440 $14

c. Midnight shell necklace and earrings SEN64 $38 is elegant 
with 42mm hammered sterling teardrop pendant P264 
$40.  Matching 27mm sterling earrings E264 $26 not 
shown.

d. 70mm wooden pendant P331 $21 shown on multi strand 
23”+2” necklace NN389-crème $18.  Also available in lime 
and aqua.

e. Gorgeous sterling silver pendant P236 $74 is elegant on our 
5 strand beaded necklace NN304-charcoal $32 18”

f. Crème shell necklace and earrings SEN62 18”+3” $38 
shown with 50mm brown marble diamond pendant P333 
$25

Add a little chunky, natural style and color to your 
wardrobe!
g.  30mm x 25mm shell pendant P287 $17 shown with earrings 

and necklace set SEN58  $38  16-18”
h.  Engraved hammered silver pendant P261 $26 shown with ear-

rings and necklace set SEN61 $38 16-18” (pendant tapers 
from 22mm to 15mm)

i.  50mm wood pendant P320 $19 shown with earrings & 
necklace set SEN60 $38 
P320 engraves out brown wood.

j.  50mm x 35mm shell pendant P289 $19 shown on earrings 
and necklace set SEN59 $38 16-18”
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g.	 Diamond	marble	pendant	P343-aqua*	$22	shown	on	leather	cord	NN192-black	18”	$12
h. Round marble pendant P344-brown* $22 shown on multi strand cord necklace NN305-

black 16” $16
i.	 Diamond	marble	pendant	P343-black*	$22	shown	on	cotton	twist	cord	NN231	16”	$11

•	Round	marble	pendants	P344-specify	color	available	in	aqua,	brown,	
crème, green, orange, and pink. $22 each
•	Diamond	marble	pendants	P343-specify	color	available	in	aqua,	black,	
brown, crème, and green $22 each
•	Oval	marble	pendants	P342-specify	color	available	in	black,	brown,	
and crème $22 each

a.

b.

f.

g. h. i.

c. d.

e.

a. Hammered rectangles give this set panache!  
Pendant P351 $32 shown on silky cord 
NN242-black* 16” $11 18” $12 
Earrings EN351-silver rectangles $24 
Bracelet BN351-silver rectangles 
$60 7 1/2”

b. This substantial jet pendant P365 $42 is 
set into a silver plated casing to beautifully 
accessorize.  Necklace NN304-black/
brown/gold* $32 18”

c. Coffee/avocado colored freshwater pearls 
are beautiful combined with this blue marble 
pendant P344 – Aqua $22 
Please specify color. Pendant also available 
in crème, brown, green, orange, and pink. 
Shown on Necklace NN437 $28  18”-
20” 
Bracelet BN347-coffee pearl $16 7–8” 
See page 11. 
Earrings EN347-coffee pearl $12 
See page 11.

d. This genuine jade pendant P349 $24 
casually graces our NN304 – brown/
green/gold* necklace $32 18”

e. Our hammered pendant P386 
$56 with suspended diamond 
charm is a great complement 
to these chunky strands of 
red “turquoise” and matching 
earrings (not shown).  A stylish 
statement piece! SEN66 $32 
18”-20”

f. This enormous pendant is as 
jaw dropping as it is pretty!  
80mm mother of pearl 
pendant P402 $29 shown on 
NN389 crème* $18



* More colors available! See pages 53 – 55.

17** Available in coral, lime, brown, pink, aqua, creme, and black.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.
m.

n.

h. Large teardrop pendant P353 $56 shown on NN394-brown $14 20” 
(7 colors)**

i. Medium teardrop pendant P352 $36 shown on NN351-black* suede cord 24” $14
j. Round pendant P354 $56 shown on NN389-aqua* $18  23”+2”

Matching non-engraveable earrings (not shown) 
EN354 round $29 and EN352 teardrop $29

k. Hammered teardrops gracefully hang from a delicate chain, giving movement and interest to this set.  
Pendant P355 $32 shown on NN242-black* 16” $11 18” $12  Earrings EN355 $44

l. These substantial pendants are set into a silver plated casing to make a bold statement. 
Red pendant P364 $42 is shown on NN241-black* 16” $22 18” $24

m. Aqua pendant P363 $42 is shown on NN304-black*  16” $26 18” $32
n. Almost translucent, this light jade teardrop P384 $28 is stunning on our

5-strand necklace NN304-black*  16” $26 18” $32

These sterling silver pendants are designed to work with corded and beaded 
necklaces alike!  Suedes, silky cords, and our NN394 4-strand necklace (shown) 
work well with the teardrops.  The round necklace will also work with our NN389 
and NN390’s (as shown).
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a.

c.

b.

d.

e.

f.

g.

a. Faceted oval jade pendant P346 $32 is the perfect pair for our 
5-strand brown necklace NN378 $42 16”

b. This brown mother of pearl pendant P287 $17 is fantastic on 
our graduated olive Jade Necklace NN417 $54 18”+2” and 
Earrings EN417 $18 Matching bracelet, see page 3.

4mm glass pearls in a rainbow of colors! 
Every girl needs a few in her jewelry box!  NN464-specify color 
16-18” adjustable, $24
c. NN464 – sage $24 shown with 50mm sterling pendant 

P351 $32
d. NN464 – chocolate $24 shown with 45mm rectangle sterling 

pendant P182 $24
e. These bold pistachio glass pearls are beautiful alone, or with our 

hammered sterling pendant P264 $40 and matching sterling 
earrings (not shown) E264 $26. 
Pistachio necklace NN439 $44 18”-20” 
Bracelet BN439 fits 7-8” $24 
Earrings EN439 $14

f. Almost translucent, this light jade teardrop P384 $28 is 
complemented by our 5-strand brown necklace NN378 $42 
16”

g. Oversized chocolate glass pearls NN438 $44 18” –20” are 
beautiful alone, or with our mother of pearl shell pendant P295 
$19.  Bracelet BN438 $24 fits 7-8” Earrings EN438 $14.
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h.

i.

j.

k.

l. m.

n.

k. Simply a gorgeous combination of colors!  Necklace NN451 (above) $44 18”-20”  
Bracelet BN351-beaded 3 strands  $26  7 1/2” 
Earrings EN351-beaded 3 strands  $14  (Findings are silver plated.)

l. This jet black onyx teardrop pendant P381 $28 is perfect on our 5-strand 
NN304-black/brown/gold* $32 18”

m. This marbled brown and black stone pendant P382 $28 gives versatility to your 
wardrobe on our onyx “pearl” necklace NN449 $34  18 – 20”

n. This contemporary set of sterling is brushed to loosely imitate nature with it’s 
textured “stripes”.  Pendant PN383 $28 shown on NN242-black 16” $11,  18” 
$12  Bracelet BN443 $49  Earrings EN447 $16 
These items are non-engraveable.

h. Five strands of varied sizes of chocolate beads 
NN378 $42 16” are perfectly complemented 
by our hammered pendant P357 $38

i. Chocolate, burgundy, and crème glass pearls are 
beautifully combined in this necklace.  NN451 
$44 18”-20”  Matching accessories below.  
Diamond	shell	pendant	P286	$19

j. This substantial jet pendant P365 $42 is 
set into a silver plated casing to beautifully 
accessorize.  Necklace NN304-black/brown/
gold $32 18”
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a.   6-strand Necklace NN389 – crème $18 (also in green, aqua) 23” + 2” shown 
with 60mm crème marble pendant P337 $25

b.  42” of wooden beads are perfect for layering!  NN410 $19

c.  This fabulous, eclectic necklace is 26”, and will complement so many outfits! 
Featuring an engraved 50mm x 50mm brown marble pendant, N399 is $44.

d.  6-strand Necklace NN389 – green $18 (also in crème, aqua) 23” +2” shown 
with 70mm x 50mm crème marble pendant P335 $25

e.  4-strand necklace NN394 – green  $14  (7 colors*) 20” loops through 
70mm x 50mm wood pendant P327 $21

f.  6-strand Necklace NN389 – aqua $18 (also in green, crème) 23” + 2” shown 
with 70mm wood pendant P328 $21

g.  20-strand Necklace NN391-multi $22 (also in black, brown, and crème) 19”+2” 
is awesome alone, with 70mm x 50mm oval wood pendant P324 $21, or with 
shell or silver pendants.

h.  Graduated wooden beads exude style, and layer perfectly with necklaces in this 
collection.  46” NN406 $22 or 30” NN407 $20 

i.  Necklace NN392-crème $18 (7 colors*) 24”.  Shown with large round 70mm 
wooden pendant P321 $21

j.  Necklace NN412-coral $12 (7 colors*) 18”+2” is simply fashionable with 
engraved 45mm mother of pearl shell pendant P295 $19.  

k.  20-strand Necklace NN391-crème $22  (also in black, brown, and multi) 
19”+2”. Shown with 50mm x 50mm brown marble pendant P333 $25.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

g.
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Naturals!
Our beaded necklaces are hand strung from natural materials, and are 
perfectly complemented by our incredibly popular engraved wood, 
marble, shell, and hammered sterling silver pendants!  These are some of 
the hottest looks going today, as they are colorful, natural, and affordable. 
Complete today’s styles with your personal touch!

Pendants are interchangeable among many of the necklace styles shown 
on the following pages, and most necklaces are available in a variety of 
great colors – so choose a few!  Most necklaces are also adjustable in 
length to work with a variety of necklines!

l. Beaded bracelets coordinate perfectly to complete 
your look!  Available in 9 colors as shown (multi 
bright, black, black/crème, pink, aqua, green, 
crème, brown, coral) BN256-specify color  $15

m. Hand cut 50mm x 50mm aqua marble pendant 
P332 $25 shown on twist necklace NN393-
black $18 (7 colors*) 20”

n. Necklace NN392 – aqua $18 (7 colors*) 24”. 
Shown with rectangle wood pendant P322 $21.

j.

l.

k.

n.

m.

h. i.

 EN343 – specify color $14 in coral, green, brown, pink, aqua, crème, or black EN344 – specify color $14 in coral, green, brown, pink, aqua, crème, or black



a.
b. c.

d.e.

f.

g.

22 * Available in coral, lime, brown, pink, aqua, creme, and black.

a. Oval 70mm x 50mm 
aqua pendant P336 $25 is 
incredible on the 10-strand 
NN390 - coral necklace 
$18 (also in black, brown)  
23”+2”.

b. Round 60mm aqua pendant 
P338 $25 is striking on the 
10-strand NN390 - black 
necklace $18 (also in brown, 
coral)  23”+2”.

c. Oval 70mm x 50mm 
wooden pendant P330 
$21 is naturally casual on 
the 4-strand NN394-aqua 
necklace $14 (7 colors*) 
20”.

d. 20-strand necklace NN391 – brown 
$22 (also in black, crème, and multi) 
19”+2” is great alone, with shell or marble 
pendants, and as shown with the 40mm x 
40mm hammered sterling silver pendant 
P262 $58.  Matching 22mm x 22mm 
hammered sterling silver earrings E262 
$26.

e. Layered or worn alone, the multiple 
22”-24” graduated strands sprinkled with 
beads and natural stones make NN405 
$19 a fantastic necklace!

f. Oval mother of pearl shell pendant P289 
$19 is perfectly complemented by 
10-strand necklace NN390-black $18 
(also in coral, brown)  23”+2”

g. Crème necklace and earrings SEN62 
$38  16-18” shown with 40mm x 40mm 
shell pendant P286 $19

You will definitely make a statement with these conversation pieces!  Plus, you will love wearing them!  
Unique in their own right, each necklace is hand beaded, each pendant is hand cut…and personalized 
just for you!  Necklaces are available in a multitude of colors, and are easily slipped on to the pendants 
with a simple loop knot.  Having a few necklaces makes for a versatile jewelry wardrobe!



j.

l.

k.

p.

o.

n.m.

h. i.

q.

r.
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k. Triple strand red turquoise necklace and earring set SEN66 $32 18” - 20” is an 
incredibly stylish statement piece!  Shown with 41mm hammered engraved sterling  
pendant P263 $44.  Matching engraved 25mm earrings E263 $26 not shown.

l. Aqua mother of pearl shell necklace NN379 $36  18”-20” is uniquely eye catching 
with our engraved 42mm x 32mm hammered sterling pendant P264 $40 or with 
an engraved shell pendant. Matching 27mm x 22mm hammered earrings E264 
$26 not shown.

m.   Stretchy beaded bracelets are fun alone, or completing a set.  BN256-specify color 
$15 is shown in multi bright and black/crème.  (7 additional colors on page 21.)

n. Accessorize with a sense of humor with our black and white chunky beaded necklace!  
NN416 $22  22”

o. 2 strands of smaller beads make this fun necklace easy for everyone to enjoy!  
NN395 – multi $16  22”  Also in crème (shown at right), black, and brown

p. Stretch bracelets in red and white turquoise can be worn alone, and perfectly finish 
the necklace sets shown above.  BN362 (red) or BN361 (white) are $14 each, and 
fit up to an 8” wrist.

q. Bangles, hand cut from stone!  These great colors are bold enough to be worn alone, 
and the finishing touch to many of our colorful necklace/pendant sets.  BN363 (red), 
BN364 (blue), and BN365 (white) each fit up to an 8” wrist, and are $22 each.

h. Red beaded earrings are a great complement to our bright necklace, and you will certainly 
find many other occasions to wear them!  EN343-coral  $14  (7 colors shown on page 21) 

i. Add personality and fun with our chunky bright beaded necklace!  22” of pure 
cheerfulness!  NN415 $22

j. Triple strand white turquoise necklace and earring set SEN65 $32 is not only a value, but 
a great accessory with black, blue, and neutrals! 17” - 19” adjustable necklace

r. Twisted bead bracelets BN257 $14 are a wonderful 
match to  many of the sets shown above.  Bracelets fit 
sizes 7.5” - 8”.  Available in Multi Blue, Black, Pink, 
Green, Blue, Coral, Creme, and Brown.

Multi blue



a.

b.

c.
d.

h.

i.

j.

e.

f.

g.
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* Available in coral, lime, brown, pink, aqua, 
creme, and black.

a.  Coral is a hot accent 
color! This 29” coral glass 
beaded necklace will add 
style and  movement to 
every outfit! NN401 $22

b.  This sterling silver pendant PN138 $18 
is inset with red resin to create a simple, 
stylish accent accessory.  Shown on 5 
strand beaded necklace NN304-black 
$26  16”.  Matching sterling/red earrings 
EN138 $26 in post only.

c.  This beautiful 27” black glass and beaded 
necklace is all you will need to make an 
outfit a knockout!  NN402  $22

d.  The eclectic combination of beads and 
wood in this 28” necklace will add 
just the right flair to your wardrobe!  
NN400-black $22

e.  Wooden earrings EN347-wood $14 are 
a favorite finishing touch to many of the 
natural styles shown.

f.   Simple and casual, this beaded necklace 
NN412-aqua $12 (7 colors*) is great 
with 50mm wooden pendants like the 
P320 $19 shown, shell (see page 21) 
and sterling.

g.  If chunky is what you want, here it is!  This 
22” oversized bead necklace is the only 
thing you will need!  NN408 $22

Wood bracelets fit up to an 8” wrist are a 
fantastic finishing touch to the natural styles 
shown in this section.

h. Wooden bangle BN368 $14

i. 17mm/9mm beads BN367 $14

j. Oversized 20mm beaded bracelet 
BN366 $14



l.

k.

EN347-wood

EN345

EN349 EN348 EN346
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k.  Necklace NN411 $22 gives you 65” of coral colored beads to wrap and 
layer! Wear it with other beaded necklaces, or with one like our double strand 
suede NN351 – black $14 (also in brown) 24”, shown with engraved 41mm           
hammered sterling pendant P263 $44 and engraved 25mm matching         
earrings E263 $26

l.  Mother of pearl shell necklace NN380 $36 18”-20” is beautifully accented by 
this 40mm x 40mm engraved shell pendant P286 $19.  Matching 20mm 
earrings E183 $22

This 26” necklace 
N397 $34 is a 
beautiful and 
practical fashion 
addition to your 
wardrobe! 
Accessorized by 
beaded earrings,  
it is sure to draw 
compliments! 
Earrings shown left.

Also available 
separately, 
NN397 $17 and 
P321 $21

Worn as a solo accessory, or complementing our natural 
styles, these earrings have a great casual flair!  $14 each 
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b. 50mm x 35mm pendant P289 $19
         shown on shell necklace NN382 $36
         18”-20”

a. 45mm pendant P295 $19 shown on
        NN304-gold* 5-strand necklace $26

c. 45mm pendant P314 $19 shown 
on NN303-fiesta* 10-strand 
necklace $42. Matching earrings 
not shown E314 $36.

d. 20mm pendant P339 $15 shown on
         NN252*-aqua/brown necklace $12.
         20mm earrings E194 $22

e. 30mm x 25mm pendant
P292 $17 shown on double strand 
suede necklace NN351-brown
(also in black) 24” $14.  30” necklace 
NN350 – brown or black $18

f. 50mm x 35mm
        earrings E289  $36

g. 40mm x 40mm
         earrings E286 $36

h. 45mm earrings
         E295  $36

These pieces are made from 
natural shells, so every piece is 
unique and will vary from items in 
photograph. Natural variations 
in color and pattern will occur, as 
they do in nature. When ordered 
together with the same initials, 
we will attempt to coordinate 
the coloring of pendant/earring 
sets. No attempt will be made to 
coordinate pieces with different 
initials. Engraving is not available 
on the back of these pieces.
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j. 30mm x 25mm pendant
        P287 $17 shown on
        necklace NN357 $45
        16-18”

i. 54mm x 53mm pendant P296 $19
        shown on freshwater pearl necklace
        NN311- white*** $56  16-18”

k. 40mm x 40mm pendant P286 $19
         shown on necklace NN304-brown*
         5-strand necklace $26

l. 25mm x 19mm Pendant P290 $15 shown
       on necklace NN252-gold/brown* $12.
       25mm x 19mm earrings E184 $22 m. 20mm pendant P297 $15 shown

          on NN242*-aqua $11 16”, $12 18”. 
         20mm earrings E187 $22

n. 30mm x 13mm pendant P291 $15
         shown on NN252-avocado $12. 
         30mm x 13mm Earrings E185 $22

o. 38mm pendant
         P294** $22
         shown on double
         strand suede necklace
          NN351-brown
         (also in black) 24”
         $14.  30” necklace
         NN350 – brown or
         black $16.  38mm
         earrings E188**
         $36

p. 20mm pendant P288 $15 shown on
         NN305*-brown $16.  20mm earrings
         E183 $22

*Many colors available.  See page 55.
**Not sterling silver
***More colors available. See page 38.
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a. Small round locket P307 $20 (one initial only) shown on necklace NN230 – 14”, 16”, and 18”  
$11

b. Polished round earrings on post E195 $18
c. Polished round pendant P308 $16 shown on necklace NN252 – lime/aqua* $12
d.	 Diamond-cut	brushed	finish	earrings	on	post	E190	$20
e.	 Diamond-cut	brushed	finish	pendant	P300	$18	shown	on	necklace	NN198-brown	(also	in	black)	

16” - $14, 18” - $15
f. Scoop-cut brushed finish heart earrings on post E192 $29 
g. Scoop-cut brushed finish heart pendant P306 $18 shown on necklace NN252 – pink/lime*  $12.
h. Polished oval earrings on post E191 $20 
i. Polished oval pendant P304 $16 shown on necklace NN236.   16” - $11, 18” - $13
j. Polished pendant P301 $18 shown on necklace NN242-black  16” - $11, 18” - $13
k. Large brushed heart pendant P302 $20 shown on necklace NN394-coral* $14.  20”, 7 colors 

available, see page 53.
l. Heart locket pendant P312 $36 shown on necklace NN351 - 24”  $14  (NN350 - 30” $18)  

Available in brown and black. 
m. Large round diamond-cut brushed finish pendant P299 $20
n. Brushed oval locket pendant P305 $36

p. Polished large round 
pendant P311 $18 shown on 
necklace NN394-black 
$14.  20” 
7 colors availabl*

o. Polished oval pendant 
P303 $20 on necklace 
NN304 – black*  $26

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

l.k.

m. n.
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q. Polished pewter set of earrings on post E196 $20 and large round pendant P309 $18.  Shown on 
NN304-brown* $26

r. Polished pewter set of earrings on post E193 $18 and pendant P310 $16.  Shown on NN236 – 16” 
$11, 18” $13

s. Large round hand-carved pendant P298 $20 shown on necklace NN394-green* $14.  20”. 
Hand-carved earrings E189 $29

t. Hand-carved cuff bracelet B351 $32
u. Polished cuff bracelet B353 $30
v. Polished cuff bracelet B354 $32
w. Brushed cuff bracelet B352 $30
Cuff bracelets are adjustable to fit 6” up to 8” wrists.
x. Cross keychain G156  $18
y. Ornate keychain G157 $20
z. Golf keychain G158  $18

The Pewter Collection
t.

u.

v.

w.

s.

q.

x.
y.

z.

r.

Handcrafted in the USA, 
pewter is an American tradition.  
Enjoy the quality, design, and 
affordability of this 
classic collection!

* More colors available! See pages 53 – 55.
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i. j.

a. R11 $42
b. Signet Ring R17* $62
c. Signet Ring R91* $44

d. R87 $64
e. R25 $39
f. R35 $52
g. R84 $64

h. R09 $32
i. R08 $32
j. R07 $32

n. R29 $39
o. R26 $39
p. R43 $48
q. R28 $39

k. R69 $28
l. R68 $28
m. R89 $28

j.

l.

k.

p.

o.

n.

m.

a.

b.

c.

d.
h.

i.

e.

f.

g.

q.

* Signet rings available in whole sizes 4 - 12

Rings

(All rings available in whole sizes 4-10 unless noted.)

d. Venetian link charm bracelet is a classic favor-
ite!  This is one you will wear every day! 
B84  7 ½” – $70, 8” – $74
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i. Square earrings E177 $24
j. Round earrings E179 $24
k. What a statement piece!  Investment dressing at 

its finest right here!  This bracelet is worth every penny!  It is 
such the perfect accessory; you will never want to take it off!  
B207 7 ½” $259

l. One of our most popular contemporary sets, earrings E232 
$62 twirl a little as you move, creating a lot of interest!  
Matching pendant   P232 $38 shown on flexible neckwire 
N99 $48.

m. Another favorite, pendant P180 $52 is shown on rolo chain 
NA22  16” $22, 18” $24, 20” $26

n. Long round earrings swing as you move!  E176 $40
o. Engraved disc dangles from a delicate chain, creating move-

ment!  E180 $24
p. A little something special!  B217  7” - $48
q. Twist off the end of this bangle to add more charms!  BR06 

$58

l.

k. m.

n. o.

p.

q.
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Mothers Bracelets
One of our most popular 
gifts at Mother’s Day and 
Christmas!  Engrave all of the 
children and grandchildren’s 
names, birthdates, etc. for a 
keepsake she will treasure!  
Price includes up to 4 names 
engraved.  Additional charge 
for extra engravings.

a. B163 7” $89  8” $94 (5 discs for 7” and 8”)
b. B98  7” (6 discs) $99  8” (7 discs) $110
c. B99  7” $120 (4 discs)
d. B97  7” (7 discs) $99, 8” (8 discs) $110
e. B164  7” $89  8” $94 (5 discs for 7” and 8”)

g. C12
h. C01
i. C11
j. C29
k. C15
l. C04
m. C06
n. C10
o. C13
p. C14
q. C28

Charm Bracelets 
A traditional momento that is passed down for generations.  Our 
collection of engravable charms will make her charm bracelet all the 
more special. 
Our charms can also be added to most bracelets and necklaces in the 
catalog by specifying that as a special instruction on your order.

See more 
hand-
stamped 
options for 
charms on 
page 35.

r. C05
s. C03
t. C21
u. C20
v. C30
w. C09
x. C26
y. CN166
z. CN167   $11
aa. C18
bb. C22

f. BN30 
bracelet only.  
Charms sold 
separately. 
7” $44,  8” $46

$16 (price of all 
charms below 
except CN167)

dd. C33 $24
ee. C103 $25
ff. C102 $25
gg. C101 $25

Photo Charm Bracelet

She will love having the 
kids with her everywhere 
she goes!  Charms are sold 
separately, so they can be 
added in any combination 
and order that you specify!

cc. BN161  7” $120, 8” $129

e.

f.g.

h.

a.
b.

c.
d.

i.

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

v.

p.

w.

q.

x.

r.

y.

s.

z.

t.

aa.

u.

bb.
cc.

ff.

dd.
ee.

gg.j.
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a. BR24S Smooth silver beads with birthstone crystal. 
Specify month of birth 7” $57, 8” $62

b. BR24F  Fluted silver beads with birthstone crystal. 
Specify month of birth 7” $57, 8” $66

c. BR18  Smooth silver beads  7” $54, 8” $59
d. BR19  Smooth silver and gold filled beads 

7” $62, 8” $68
e. BR20  Fluted silver beads  7” $54, 8” $59
f. BR21  Fluted gold filled and silver beads 

7” $66, 8” $75

Birthstones!  
Add birthstones to our hand 
stamped charm necklaces, or to any 
other necklace that you are creating! 

CN169-specify month  $14 each

Jan.

Jul.

Feb.

Aug.

Mar.

Sep.

Apr.

Oct.

May.

Nov.

Jun.

Dec.

Create Your Own!

Mother’s Name Block Bracelets
The price of any Mother’s Name Block 
Bracelet includes up to 15 blocks.  Multiple 
strand bracelets are available too. Just let us 
know what you want!  We string each bracelet 
personally for you!

Our New Hand Stamped 
charms are a cute way to create 
your own mother’s necklace!  
Choose the charms, choose 
the personalization, choose a 
graphic…or don’t, choose the 
appropriate birthstones, add a 
couple of our traditional charms 
on page 32, choose the necklace, 
and create something that fits 
your style and sentimentality 
perfectly!  See page 35 for 
complete hand stamped charm 
selection.

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.

c.
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Nothing is hotter right now than 
the peace symbol!  Choose the most 

meaningful message to you, and wear 
it proudly!

Peace I Leave With You (blue) 
13mm PN360 $20 shown on N20-18” snake chain $18

Seek Peace and Pursue It! (pink/hot pink) 
13mm PN361 $20 shown on N27-18” wheat chain $16

Peace Hope Love (red heart) 
13mm PN362 $20 shown on NA24-18” box chain $16

Peace on Earth (blue/green) 
13mm PN363 $20 shown on NA22-18” rolo chain $24

Circles twirl in harmony around the peace 
charm!  35mm Pendant PN357 $26 shown 

on NA24-18” box chain $16. 35mm Earrings 
EN357 $46

This trio of handcrafted symbols 
makes a fantastic piece! 

NN457 18-20” $42

Handcrafted peace symbol on leather cords 
is a great everyday casual piece! 

Necklace 22mm NN458 – brown or black $32 16-18”  
Matching Bracelet BN458 – brown or black $29

Faith, Hope, Love, Peace.  What we all 
wish for!  33mm Pendant PN374 $29 
shown on N27-18” wheat chain $16  

Cuff Bracelet BN374 $59

Simple and chic! 
19mm Pendant PN356 $16 

shown on 16” NN242- black $12.  
15mm Earrings EN356 $22

With messages on the reverse and front of these 
charms, no matter how you wear it you are 

proclaiming powerful messages: “Seek Peace and 
Pursue it!” and “Peace I Leave With You!” 

7 ½” Bracelet BN375 $96
Peace I Leave With You oxidized sterling silver 15mm 
Pendant PN358 $18 shown on N27-18” $16 wheat 
chain, Earrings EN358 $32, and Ring RN17 $24

(RN17 - available in 
sizes 6, 7, 8 only)

Peace!  
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Hand Stamped Charms!
Add personality to your jewelry box with our new hand 
stamped charms!  Combine a few shapes and sizes to create a 
piece of jewelry that is uniquely yours, and uniquely you!
Combine “birthstones” in colors that you just happen to like, 
peace charms, and a hand stamped charm or two, and voila!  
You have a great necklace!
a. P153–HS, P152–HS, a birthstone, and peace charm 

PN363 $20 are shown on NN242-fuchsia $11
b. P154–HS, peace/hope/love charm PN362 $20 and peace 

PN356 $16 are shown on NA24 16” $14
c. Seek Peace charm PN361 $20 and a birthstone are shown 

on NN230 $11
d. P154–HS and a birthstone are shown on NN192 $11
e. PA92–HS is shown on the NA21 16” $22
f. P182–HS is shown on NN252-black/blue 18” $14
g. C01–HS is shown on BN311-white $32
h. C10–HS is shown on BN344 5” $20
i. C06–HS and C15–HS are shown on BN336 $38

Birthstones!  
Add birthstones to our hand stamped charm necklaces, 
or to any other necklace that you are creating! 

CN169 – specify month  $14 each

a.

d. e. f.

g.

j. k.
l.

m. n.
o.

t.

p. q.
r.

s.

u.

v.

w.

h.
i.

b. c.

j. C01–HS  $20
k. C06–HS  $20
l. P182–HS  $28
m. P152–HS  $22
n. C10–HS  $20

o. P392–HS  $20
p. C15–HS  $20
q. PA93–HS  $26
r. PA92–HS  $26
s. P153–HS  $26

t. P154–HS  $28
u. P407–HS  $20
v. P406–HS  $28
w. P391–HS  $20

Jan.

Jul.

Feb.

Aug.

Mar.

Sep.

Apr.

Oct.

May.

Nov.

Jun.

Dec.
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a. Celebrate!  
Commemorate!  Say 
I Love You with a 
bracelet that she 
will never stop 
wearing!  These ovals 
intertwine to make 
a beautiful bracelet!  
B273 7 ½” $162 8” 
$168 
Matching earrings 
EN273 $42

b. B290 bangle $34
c. B289 – 7” cuff  $29
d. B29 cuff  $120
e. B16 bangle – 7” $64  

8” $69
f. B17 bangle – 7” $64  

8” $69
g. B117 cuff $85
h. BR11 cuff $79
i. B47 cuff $89
j. B12 bangle – 7” $59  

8” $62
k. B46 toggle – 7” $129
l. B11 bangle – 7” $59 

8” $62
m. B288 bangle – 7” 

$59
n. BR14 cuff $79
o. B283 heavy heirloom 

cuff $185

a.

b. i.

c.

j.

d.

k.

e.

l.
f.

m.
g.

n.

o.

h.
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a. What a statement 
piece!  Investment 
dressing at its finest 
right here!  This 
bracelet is worth 
every penny!  It is 
such the perfect 
accessory; you will 
never want to take 
it off!  B207 7 ½” 
$259 
Round dangle 
earrings to 
complement – E178 
$32

b. Curved cuff B287 
$130

c. Oval cuff B116 $98
d. Wide concave cuff 

BR15 $105
e. Extra wide cuff 

B286 $182
f. 3 circles with toggle 

bracelet B322 $72
g. Round bangle B10  

7” $59, 8” $62
h. Heart tag bracelet 

B13 7” $82  8”  $92.  
Round charm also 
available - B43.

i. Heart bangle 
B27–7” $59

j. Large beaded    
bracelet B308 7” 
$136, 8” $142

k. Simple cuff B213 
$120

a.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.
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e.

f.

h.g.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m. n.

a.

b.

c.

d.

o. p.

q. r. s. t.

a. Sparklingly stunning 13mm Czech glass necklace NN414-black 
$32 16”+2” shown with hammered round sterling silver pendant 
P263 $44 and matching Czech glass earrings EN414-black $14

b. Triple strand rice pearl necklace NN338 16” $69 shown with 
sterling pendant P109 $39

c. 4 strands of jet and pearl colored beads sprinkle your neckline 
with elegance!  17”+4” Necklace and earrings SEN79 $26

d. Our extremely popular black Jade necklace NN419 18”+2” $38 is 
fabulous with this onyx teardrop pendant P381 $28

e. Triple the elegance of freshwater pearls with this striking 3 strand 
necklace!  NN313–champagne (shown) or white $118 
Two freshwater pearl earrings EN312–champagne $27 
Also available in white, pink, green, and blue.

f. Tin cup freshwater pearl necklace NN314–multi $56 
Also available in pink and white.

g. This double strand freshwater pearl necklace is so chic! 
NN312–white $98 Also available in champagne and pink.

h. Tin cup freshwater pearl necklace NN314-white $56 
Also available in multi and pink. 
Single strand of freshwater pearls is a must have! 
NN311-white $56 shown with Pearl Enhancer P249 $38 
Also available in champagne, pink, blue, green, multi. 
Single pearl on post EN311 – specify color* $24

i. Our extremely popular black Jade necklace NN419 
18”+2” $38 is beautifully accented by our Pearl 
Enhancer P248 $52.Black Jade Bracelet BN419 $28 
and Earrings EN419 $16

j. 6mm glass pearl necklace N76  16” $20, 18” $22, 20” 
$24, 24” $26, 30” $30.

k. 8mm glass pearl on post E98 $14 
6mm glass pearl on post E96 $12  
8mm glass pearl bobby drop earring E99 $16 
6mm glass pearl bobby drop earring E97 $14

l. 8mm glass pearl necklace N78 16” $22, 18” $24, 20” $26, 
24” $28, 30” $32.

m. Triple strand rice pearl bracelet B336 $56 7 ½”
n. Three strand freshwater pearl bracelet BN313 – white** $70
o. Two strand freshwater pearl bracelet BN312 – white*** $58
p. Freshwater pearl bracelet BN311 – white**** $32
q. 2-strand 6mm glass pearl bracelet BN77 7” $24, 8” $26
r. 6mm glass pearl bracelet B76  7” $28, 8” $30
s. 8mm glass pearl bracelet B78 7” $30, 8” $32
t. 2-strand 8mm glass pearl bracelet BN79 7” $26, 8” $28

Add a charm to any 
pearl bracelet!
See page 32 for options.

* Specify color. Available in champagne, white, pink, green, & blue.
** Specify color. Available in champagne & white.
*** Specify color. Available in champagne, white, & pink.
**** Specify color. Available in champagne, white, pink, lime, blue, & multi.
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Whether it’s a walk with nature, or 
a walk on the wild side, add just a 
little excitement to your wardrobe 
with these updated classics!
a. Black Zebra shell pendant P419 

$22 shown on 5 strand silky 
cord necklace NN241 18” $24.  
Matching Earrings E419 $36

b. Red Zebra shell pendant P420 
$22 shown on 5 strand beaded 
necklace NN304-black 16” $26.  
Matching Red Zebra earrings 
E420 $36 (not shown)

c. Twelve incredible strands of jet, 
hematite, crème, and metallic 
beads mixed with shell, glass, 
and crystals!   17”+4” Necklace 
and earrings SEN80 $32.   

d. Unique, natural, and really 
pretty!  Natural fibers are 
“encased” in this pendant to 
add texture and create this one 
of a kind look!  35mm Pendant 
P417 $22 shown on braided 
leather cord NN198-black 18” $15.  Earrings E417 $36

e. 10 strands of platinum metallic beads sparkle!  18”+2” 
Necklace and earrings SEN76 $26 shown with hammered 
sterling silver round pendant P356 $38.

f. 4mm black pearl necklace NN464-black $24 16”-18” is graced 
by a 30mm monogrammed Swarovski crystal pendant!  P316 
$39

g. Our dainty 20mm Swarovski crystal pendant P317 $20 is 
beautiful on this graceful sheer ribbon necklace NN301- black 
16” $18

h. Sparkling faceted hematite crystals are perfect for a fancy 
occasion, or when you just want to feel special!  17”+3” 
Necklace and earring set SEN78 $32.  Shown with hammered 
sterling silver pendant P264 $40.  Matching sterling earrings 
E264 $26 not shown.

i. ID bracelet B109 6” $64, 7” $68
j. This beautiful oval scrollwork toggle bracelet is a favorite!  

B46 $129 7 ½”

i.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.

h.

j.
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a. Five charm necklace N344 $76 is a contemporary 
twist on mother’s jewelry, or simply a great piece for 
everyone! 
Round earrings E179 $24

b. 3-disc necklace is simply elegant!  N322 16” $98 
Round earrings E178 $32

c. 3-disc bracelet B322 7 ½” $72 is a beautiful way to 
complete the set!

d. Layered 72” necklace NN366 $112 is beautiful 
worn doubled or tripled. Golden pearl earrings 
EN252 $28

e. Large 15mm beads gradually decline to 5mm to 
create an elegant look  NN251-Graduated  $350  
16”-18” adj

f. Sterling necklace with avocado beads and crystals, 
and an engraved oval charm N358 $118 is 32” long 
and can be worn long or doubled.

g. Extra wide cuff B286 $182
h. Venetian link charm bracelet is a classic favorite you 

will wear every day!  B84 7 ½” $70
i. Matching the necklace perfectly, this bracelet is 

awesome alone or completing the set!  BR55 7 ½” 
$86

j. Beautiful Byzantine charm bracelet B24 7 ½” $95 
8” $98

k. Flexible hoop earrings in silver and in 
14k Gold filled!  

Sterling Silver
.75” EA0-75   $16
1”  EA0-1  $20
1.5” EA0-1.5  $26
1.75” EA0-1.75 $30

14k Gold Filled
.75” EA01-75  $18
1”  EA01-1  $22
1.5” EA01-1.5 $28
1.75” EA01-1.75 $32
l. 14 finely spun strands of sterling work 

together to make one stunning bracelet!  
BN232 $150

m. Elegant twisted bangle and 14k gold 
plated two tone style allows this 
monogrammed bangle to mix with even 
the finest of jewelry!  B93G $120

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. f.

g.

h.

i.
j.

k.
l. m.
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a. Our contemporary hammered pendant with suspended 
charm P366 $56 is great on our 4-strand aqua freshwater 
pearls NN441 $72.  Matching pearl earrings EN441 $14 not 
shown

b. Large 16mm ball beaded necklace is a great and ever-so-
slightly oversized accessory!  NN307  $450 
Earrings EN15, $20. Also shown on page 63 in more detail.

c. Large 12mm ball beaded bracelet completes the set, and 
holds its own quite nicely with an engraved charm!  B308 7 
½” $136  8” $142 
10mm ball earrings EN195 $22 are an everyday staple. 
7mm ball earrings EN196 $20 are simply classic.

d. One of the most beautiful, giftable, keepsake bracelets in 
the collection!  B252 7 ½” $249

e. - g.
These tag charm necklaces and bracelets have become a “must 
have” for every jewelry box.  Necklaces available with round 
charm – N43, heart charm – N13, or with the oval plaque in 
center N55.  Specify length.  16” $172, 18” $182
Earrings Shown
e. EN28 $24
f. EN192 $24
g. EN173 $22
h. Tag charm bracelets with round charm – B43 or 

heart charm – B13, are available in 7 ½” $82 and 8” $92. 
Bracelet with oval plaque - BR55 7 ½” $86, 8” $92

i Everyday style, with charm!  One look at these bracelets, and 
it’s evident that they are special! 
Heavy heart charm bracelet B252 – 7 ½”  $249 
Intertwined oval link bracelet B273 – 7” $162, 8” $168

a.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

b.

c.
d.
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e. Czech glass necklace NN414-ocean $32 16”+2” shown with 
P344 – Aqua $22 
Also available in crème, brown, green, orange, and pink.

f. Avocado shells, crystals, and pearls are strung to make this 
unique set!  SEN58 $38 (necklace and earrings)  Shown with 
sterling silver hammered teardrop pendant 42x32mm P264 
$40 and matching earrings 27x22mm E264 $26. 
Necklace set also available in black, burnt orange, and green. 
See page 15.

a. 13mm Czech glass necklace NN414-multi aqua $32 16”+2” 
shown with genuine jade pendant P349 $24  Matching 
earrings and bracelet shown below.

b. Festive sterling silver fringe necklace with charm N353 $38
c. Bright and fun, this sterling 30”+ fringe charm necklace 

can be worn long or doubled!  N355 with disc $142
d. Our 30” round sterling link necklace with multi-colored 

crystals NN354 $128 is too much fun!

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g. h. i. j. k.

Mother of Pearl shells, dyed to add flair to your wardrobe! 
Mix and match your necklaces to create trendy color combinations! 
g. Aqua 65mm pendant P394 $24 shown on 23”+2” NN390 brown* $18
h. Purple 60mm pendant P395 $24 shown on 20” NN394 black*$14
i. Crème 60mm pendant P396 $24 shown on 23” + 2” NN389 aqua* $18
j. Lime 65mm pendant P397 $24 shown on 23” + 2” NN390 black* $18
k. Brown 60mm pendant P398 $24 shown on 20” NN394 green* $14
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l. Two beautiful necklaces make up this combination.  Pendant P284 $30 is shown on 
box chain NA24 18” $16.  This is layered with 72” necklace NN366 $112, which is 
beautiful worn doubled or tripled.  Golden pearl earrings EN252 $28

m. This classic round hammered pendant P358 $42 is great on our 4-strand aqua 
freshwater pearls NN441 $72 18”-20”.  Matching pearl earrings EN441 $14

Layered together, these are bold!  Separate, just as beautiful.  
n. Our 3 strand necklace NN357 $45 is a great setting for 41mm hammered pendant 

P263 $44
o. Sterling necklace with avocado beads and crystals, and an engraved oval charm N358 

$118 is 32” long and can be worn long or doubled.
p. Simply elegant, this pendant and earring set can be dressy or casual.  Pendant P284 

$30 on NA24 chain 18” $16.  Earrings EN251 $40
q. 40mmx40mm hammered sterling diamond pendant P262 $58 
is awesome on green mother of pearl shell necklace NN382 $36 18”-20”. 
25mmx25mm hammered sterling earrings E262 $26
r. Oval Mother 
of pearl 50x40mm 
pendant P400 $19 on 
NN449 $34
s. 65mm pendant 
P399 $24 shown 
on 23”+2” NN390 
brown* $18
t. Versatile brown 
shell 45mm pendant 
P401 $24 is fab on our 
16-18” jade necklace 
NN417 $54.

l.

m.

o.

p.

n.

q.
r.

s.
t.
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Sterling silver slide pendants are a great casual accessory for all ages. 
Each pendant can be worn on any of the sterling chains shown here.

a. Square pendant P157 $20 on long/short chain NA21.  16” $22, 18” $25, 20” $28
b. Round pendant P158 $20 on wheat chain N27.  16” $14, 18” $16, 20” $18
c. Rectangle pendant P160 $27 on box chain NA24.  16” $14, 18” $16, 20” $18
d. Flower pendant P159 $20 on snake chain N20.  14” $14, 15” $15, 16” $16, 18” $18, 20” $20, 

24” $24, 30” $32
e. Heart pendant P161 $24 on rolo chain NA22.  16” $22, 18” $24, 20” $26
f. Oval pendant P156 $20 on long/short chain NA21.  16” $22, 18” $25, 20” $28

Suede cords give a casual yet trendy look to these sterling pendants. 
Each pendant available with any of the 5 colors of cords shown. 
Cords can also be ordered separately NN240* – specify color $12.

l. Multiple leather strands with a curved rectangle slide create 
a substantial look.  B222 7” $66

m. This braided leather bracelet with sterling rectangle slide 
is great.  B219 (black) $66 – 7” or $68 – 8”

g. Rectangle necklace N129 – brown* $46
h. Round necklace N127 – red* $46
i. Diamond necklace N128 – aqua* $70
j. Oval necklace N130 – pink* $40
k. Rectangle necklace N129 – black* $46

e.

f.

g. h.

a.

b.

c.

d.

i.
k.

l.

m.

j.

* Available in brown, red, aqua, pink, and black. Clasps may vary.



* More colors available! See page 55. 45

s.

z. aa.

t.

n-r Double strand necklaces loop through 
these pendants, and are easy to swap. Cords 
also sold separately: 
NN260 16” $18 , 18” $20.  Specify colors.
s. Simple multi strand necklace N239 $40.
t. Set of diamond earrings and engraved 
necklace SEP35 $50
z. Swirling flower earrings E182 $23
aa. Palmetto earrings EN316 $14.

Matching pendant PN259 $14 on 
NN252 – pink/green* $12

r. N258 – black/
white $58

n. N257 – fuchsia/
orange $36

o. N260 – fuchsia/
lime $36

p. N256 – lime/
aqua $36

q. N259 – aqua/
brown $36

u. P245 $29 
on NN305 – 
green* $16

v. P244 $29 on 
NN260 – 
pink/brown 
$18

w. P243 $29 
on NN305 
– blue* $16

x. P247 $29 
on NN305 
– pink* 
$16

y. P246 $48 
on NN260 
– pink/
black $18
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Add some spring to your style!  
a. Black flower PN237** $16 on 

necklace NN305 – pink* $16
b. White flower PN235** $16 on 

necklace NN252 – black* $12
c. Yellow flower PN236** $16 on 

necklace NN242 – aqua* $11

Pony Tail Holders!
d. Flower pony tail holder HN47** 

$18
e. Hand-beaded pony tail holder 

HN331 $28
f. Oval sterling silver pony tail holder 

engraved with a name or initials 
is a must have for girls of all ages!  
H48  $42

k.

l.

a.

b.

c.

d.

i.
j.

e.

f.

g. h.

s.
m.

p.

n.

q.

o.

r.

t.
Polka Dots!  Purely fun jewelry!
g. Black/white pendant PN226 $18 on 

NN242-red* 16”  $11

h. Black/pink pendant PN230 $18 on 
NN230  16” $11

i. White/red pendant PN228 $18 on 
NN231  16” $11

j. Blue/red pendant PN227 $18 on 
NN220 – pink* 16” $11

k. Green/pink pendant PN229 $18 on 
NN242 – fuchsia*  16”  $11

l. Multi color bracelet BN250 $60 7 1/2”

4mm glass pearls in a rainbow of colors!
Every girl needs a few!
NN464-specify color 16-18” adjustable, $24
m. NN464 – teal shown with 15mm pendant P102 $20
n. NN464 – white shown with 15x13mm pendant P151 $18
o. NN464 – black shown with 20mm P110 $39
p. NN464 – hot pink shown with 20mm square sterling pendant P109 $39
q. NN464 – orange shown with 21mm diamond sterling pendant PA96 $29
r. NN464 – aqua shown with 20mm round sterling pendant P153 $22

s. Freshwater pearls for a preppy girly girl! 
In pink, green, and white this will 
coordinate with so much!  16-18” 
necklace NN465 $32 shown with 
sterling heart pendant 25x19mm 
P101 $24

t. Freshwater pearls and glass beads in the 
hot color this year – purple!  NN466 
16-18” $32 shown with sterling 29mm 
pendant P358 $42

* Many colors available, 
see pg 55.

** Silver plated
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ee.

ff.

u.

v.

w.

x. y.

z.

aa.

bb.

cc.

dd.

u. Pink/green crystal and freshwater pearl necklace NN262 $50 16” shown with 
white shell pendant P292 $17

v. Necklace NN302-pink* $24 features multiple strands and delicately floating crystals for a 
feminine look.  Shown with pendant P101 $24

w. Multiple hot pink strands are the perfect complement to our genuine jade pendant P349 $24.  
Necklace NN305-hot pink* $16 16”

x.	 Designer-like	preppy	pink	and	green	necklace	NN245	$86	16”	is	beautiful	on	it’s	own!
y. Simple square pendant PA86 $29 is adorable on braided cord NN220-lime* $11 16”
z. How cute is this?  N260-fuchsia/lime* $36 17”
aa. This unique hand beaded cuff bracelet BN309 $38 is a great accessory!
bb. A conversation piece!  Hand-beaded pin/pendant PN258 $30 shown on 

5-strand beaded necklace NN304-lime* $26
cc. Sterling flower pendant P243 $29 shown on Nn304-pink* $26
dd. Preppy stripes make a cute outfit!  NNR87 ribbon necklace in 16”-18” $20 shown with oval 

pendant P111 $39 and oval earrings E03 $39  
Matching striped bracelet BNR87 7” $16 shown with oval slide PA82 $29.

ee. Reversible pendant PN260 $44 offers 2 great looks in one! 
Shown here on NN260-lime/aqua* 16” $18 , 18” $20

ff. PN260 shown on NN304-brown* $26
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* More colors available! See page 55.
** More colors and styles available. See page 63.

a. Sterling beaded choker N21 $30
b. Sterling pendant choker N14 $38
c.	 Double	strand	necklace	NA29	$48.
      Round earrings on post E109 $24

d. Round bead earring E13 $24
e. Square bead earing E15 $24  Also in oval E14 $24
f. Round earring with 2 crystals EA74**-specify color $24
g. Heart earrings E101 $24
h. Flower earrings E10 $24
i. Pink necklace with heart  charm N287 14” $33,      16” $34
j. Black necklace with round charm N286 14” $33,     16” $34

Jewelry for Girly Girls!  

j.

h.

m.l.
k.

a.

b.

c.

d.

f.

i.

g.
e.

n.

Glass pearls and crystals look like a party in this cheerful combination!
k. Necklace 18” NN455 $44 with oval shell 25x20mm pendant P290 $15
l. Bracelet BN455 $24
m. Earrings EN455 $14
n. Oval Shell Earrings E184 $22
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a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

l.

j.

k.

p.

o.

n.

m.

Double	strand	sheer	
ribbon necklaces are sold 
as sets of 4 for the value 
price of $24!

An entire wardrobe of 
jewelry with one pendant 
and a set of necklaces! 
Pre packed colors are 
shown below.

NNRS03 also shown at right 
on the following pendants.

m. Pendant PA92 $22
n. Pendant PA96 $29
o. Pendant P151 $18 
p. Pendant PA94 $20

NNRS03 Tropical Brights $24

NNRS02 Wardrobe Basics $24

NNRS01 Cool Pastels $24

Hot pink textured glass pearls and crystals in hot colors make this an incredible set!
a. Necklace 18” NN456 $44 with sterling hammered round 25mm pendant P263 $44
b. Sterling hammered 25mm earrings E263 $26
c. Bracelet BN456 $24,  Earrings EN456 $14
Candy brights add whimsy to the colors of summer!
d. 18” Necklace NN463 $29, shown with sterling 35mm pendant P236 $74
e. 3 circle round 55x20mm earrings E175 $59
f. Bracelet BN463 $16
g. Simple round sterling 26mm earrings E04 $39
h. Pendant P240 $26 shown on long/short chain NA21 16”- $22    18” - $25    20” - $28
i. Trendy beaded bracelet BN299 $30
j. Pendant P102 $20 shown on NN301-pink* $18
k. Pendant P10 $22 shown on NN252 – lime/pink* $12 

Matching flower earrings E10 $24  See opposite page.
l. Multi-colored crystal bracelet B149 7” $48
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a. Birthstone cross bracelet and necklace are 
available in the birthstone crystal of your 
choice.  Specify month when ordering. 
Bracelet B357H – specify month and length 
4” $40, 5” $42. 
Necklace N380H $52 12-14” with charm 
C06H-specify month.  
Charm Only C06H-specify month $20. 

b. G21 sterling rattle $145

c. G106 sterling baby spoon $64

d. Rice pearl bracelet B335  4”  $32,  B334  5”  $34

e. 3mm sterling bracelet B80 $48 (Only in  5”)

f. Pearl necklace NN337 $32 12-14” shown with pendant P151 $18 and earrings E131 $24

Sweet little earrings for sweet little girls!
EN56 $16  non-engravable

j.

a.

b.

c.

d.

h.

i.

e.

f.

g.

Pacifier Clips
Available with blue or pink tie on ribbon.  Specify color when ordering.
g. G37 $48 h. G35 $48 i. G36 $48 j. G38 $48

See page 82 for these great diaper bags!
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a. Braided cuff bracelet BR70 6” $48

b. Simple cuff bracelet B218 6” $39

c. Cuff with octagon B231 
3” Infant $24  5”  $25,  6” $26

d. Oval bracelet B14 5” $44    B15 6” $46

e. Square bracelet B11 5” $44, 6” $46

f. Round bracelet B10  5”  $44,  6”  $46

g. Heart bracelet B27  6” $52

h.	 ID	bracelet	B109	6”	$64,	7”	$68

i. B02  5”  $36
j. B03  6”  $48
k. Pendant PA84 $29 

shown on 12-14” necklace NN340 $13. 
Earrings E109 $24

a.

b.

c.

j.

k.

d.

h.

i.

e.

f.

g.

Her first charm bracelet!

See pages 92–93 
for embroidered  
baby gifts !
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* More colors available! See page 55.

Classic sterling crosses
d. PN76  $28 on NN242-Black* 16”-$11, 18” -$12
e. PN75  $34 on NA40 french rope 16” $44, 18” $48, 20” $52
f. PN87  $24 on NN236 16” $11, 18” $13
g. Contemporary cross PN83 $20 on NA24 

16” $14,   18” $16,   20” $18 
h. Small cross PN77 $14 on  N100 endless neckwire $16
i. EN318 $16
j. EN244 $20
k. EN319 $16
l. Cross charm bracelet BN178 $72 7 ½”
m. Cross pendant PA24  $24 on NN252-Brown* $12. 

Earrings EA24 $22

a. Cross pendant PN216 $54 on NN304-Black* $26 
EN216 $34

b. 4-hearts cross PN160 $46 on NN198-Black or 
brown 16” $14, 18” $15

c.˜Multi strand leather cord BN229 7 1/2” $72

d.

e.

f.
m.

g.
a.

b.

c.

i.

h.

k.

l.

j.



* More colors available! See page 55.
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These hand beaded necklaces offer color, fashion, and extra length for 
today’s trendy styles, and everyone who just likes their necklaces a little 
longer!   Colors shown here represent the colors available for necklaces 
on this page.

a. 24” beaded necklace 
with wooden and 
silver  tone accents 
NN392 $18.  Shown 
with wood pendant 
P323 $19 
 
Available in black, 
aqua, green, coral, 
and creme. 
 
Specify color. a.

b.

b. 3 strand necklace with 
wood bead accent 
NN412 $12 18”+2” 
extension.  Shown 
with shell pendant 
P292 $17 
 
Available in black, 
brown, aqua, green, 
coral, creme, and pink. 
 
Specify color.

c.

c. 10-strand necklace 
NN390 $18 
23”+2” extension.  
Shown with marble 
pendant P337 $25 
 
Available in black, 
brown, and coral. 
 
Specify color.

d. 6-strand necklace 
NN389 $18 23”+2” 
extension.  Shown 
with wood pendant 
P331 $21 
 
Available in aqua, 
green, and creme. 
 
Specify color.

d.

e.

f.

g.

e. 4-strand necklace 
NN394 $14 20” 
extension.  Shown 
with hammered ster-
ling pendant P264 
$40 
 
Available in black, 
brown, aqua, green, 
coral, creme, and pink. 
 
Specify color.

f. 20-strand necklace 
NN391 $22  19”+2” 
extension.  Shown 
with shell pendant 
P286 $19 
 
Available in black, 
brown, creme, and 
multi–blue. 
 
Specify color.

g. 20” twisted bead 
necklace NN393 
$18.  Shown with shell 
pendant P289 $19 
 
Available in black, 
brown, aqua, green, 
coral, creme, pink, and 
multi–blue 
 
Specify color.

BLACK BROWN AQUA GREEN

CORAL CREME PINK MULTI-BLUE
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H41 $50

H09 $48

4mm beaded bracelet

with charm B04

7” $56, 8” $60

H07 $36

H36 $64

H08 $32

6mm braded bracelet

with charm B06

7” $68, 8” $74

N27 rope chain 16” $14, 18” $16, 20” $18, 24” $20, 30” $26

N20 snake chain 14” $14, 15” $15, 16” $16, 18” $18, 20” $20, 24” $24, 30” $32

NA22 rolo chain 16” - $22, 18” - $24, 20” - $26

NA24 box chain 16” - $14, 18” - $16, 20” - $18

NA21 long/short chain 16” - $22, 18” - $25, 20” - $28

N64 4mm omega 16” $70, 18” $80, 20” $90

N66 6mm omega 16” $92, 18” $104, 20” $114

NA37 Figaro 16” $50, 18” $56, 20” $82

N04 4mm bead 16” $64 18” $70 20” $76 24” $84

N06 6mm bead 16” $100, 18” $116, 20’ $132, 24” $152

N62 round omega 16” $49, 18” $56

See page 46 
for more hair accessories !Sterling Silver

Keepsake Hair
Barrettes
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5 strand 16” necklace 
NN304 $26 with 

P110 $39.
(* available only in 18” 

$32)

4 strand 16”
necklace with 

floating crystals 
NN302 $24 with 

P245 $29

10 strand 16” necklace 
NN303 $42 with P112 $64

Necklace available in: black, 
white, fiesta, aqua, lime.

Change the look of any pendant with these creative classic necklace options!

NN252 $12  16” (* Available only in 18” $14)

NN301 $18  16” (2 Strands)

NN231-black 16” and 18” $11

NN260 16” $18 , 18” $20 (2 Strands)

4 strand necklace NN241 16” $22   18” $24

NN236 – black 16” $11, 18”  $13

NN220 lime 16” $11

NN305 16” $16

NN240 16” $12  (*C-clasp closure)

Braided leather cord NN198 16” $14   18”  $15

L I M E B LU E P I N K

Leather cord NN193 16” $13   18” $15 (*available in 18”)

B R OW N * B LU E O RA N G E

P U R P L E RED*
NN237 - BROWN

NN235	-	RED

NN232 - BROWN

NN230 - PINK (available in 14”)

BLACK-PINK LIME-AQUA FUCHSIA-ORANGE FUCHSIA-LIME

BROWN-PINK BLACK-WHITE AQUA-BROWN

AQUA-BROWN BROWN-PINK

BLACK-PINK ORANGEPINK

BLACK-WHITE

RED

FUCHSIA-LIME

ROYAL

FUCHSIA

AVOCADO

PINK

AQUA RED

BROWN

AQUA-LIME

BROWN-PINK

BLACK/BLUE*

BROWN-AQUA

BROWN-LIME LIME-PINK

WHITE

BLACK/WHITE*

FUCHSIA-ORANGE

HONEY-BROWN

AVOCADO

LIMEHONEY

BROWNBLUE

RED

BLACK/GREEN*

PINK

BLACK/BROWN*

LIGHT BLUE

Leather cord NN192 16” $11  (*available in 18”  $12)

PURPLE PINK*

NAVYORANGE

RED* WINE

HONEY

BROWN

*LIME KHAKI BROWN *AQUA

YELLOW RED *PINK

BLUE MAROON GREEN

FUCHSIA BROWN

Silky cord necklace NN242  16” $11  18”  $12

BLUE CRIMSON FUCHSIA

LIME ORANGE PINK

PURPLE RED AQUA

LIME

AQUA

FIESTAPINK

BROWN

LIME

HONEY

BLACK/BROWN/
GOLD*

BLACK/GREEN/
GOLD

CHARCOAL*

BLACK/WHITE*

BROWN/GREEN/
GOLD*

PINK

AQUA

WHITE

BROWN*
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a. Flexible tube neckwire N47 $64 b. Flat round neckwire N26 $54

d. Flat oval clasping neckwire N25 $54c. Thinner flexible tube neckwire N99 $48

e. Fine, endless neckwire N100 $16 f. Wide, flat oval neckwire N95 $64

Neckwires are a classic 
item, and necessity in your 

jewelry wardrobe.  Pendants 
easily interchange, making 
these beautiful pieces also 

very practical!

Sterling silver neckwires
fit approximately as would a 16” 

necklace, and work with most barrel 
pendant styles.  Choose thinner styles 

for smaller barrels, as not all
neckwires will pass through

all pendants.
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Times Block

Curlz

Century

Greek

Cursive

Victoria

Doodle

Circle

Interlocking
Traditional Monogram

Traditional Monogram

Traditional Monogram
Writing

Traditional Monogram
Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

Writing

Organizations Only

Engraving Fonts
(All images are for illustration purposes only, actual appearance or color may vary.)

aAa bBb cCc dDd eEe fFf gGg hHh iIi jJj kKk lLl mMm 

nNn oOo pPp qQq rRr sSs tTt uUu vVv wWw xXx yYy zZz
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e.

f. g.a. b.

d.c.

PA91 $20

P102  $20

P153 $25

P182 $24

P101 $24

P152  $18

PA92 $22

P155 $20

PA93 $22

P154 $24 PA13 $50
(Locket)

P151 $18

PA94 $20

Pendant P171 $42

on leather cord

NN192-black*

16” $11, 18” $12

Pendant P138 $52 on 
NN241-black* $22 Round pendant

P169 $72 on leather cord
NN193-black*

16” $13, 18” $15

Heart pendant
P170 $28 on

NN231  16” $11
and 18” $11

PA17 $52

PA18 $52

PA16 $52

Pin/Pendant
P97 $39

P120 $29

Pin P95 $36 Pin/Pendant P98 $70

Pin/Pendant 
P125 $68

Pin/Pendant 
P127 $54

Reverse side of the 
pendants shown above.

Reversible pendants give
you two looks in one!  

Classic Ornate Designs...

a. N20  Snake Chain 14” $14, 
15” $15, 16” $16, 18” $18, 
20” $20, 24” $24, 30” $32

b. NA22 Rolo Chain 16” $22, 18” 
$24, 20” $26

c. N27 Wheat Chain  16” $14, 18” 
$16, 20” $18                 

d. NA40 French Rope  16” $44, 18” 
$48, 20” $52

e. N27 Rope Chain  16” $14, 18” $16, 
20” $18, 24” $20, 30” $26

f. NA24 Box Chain 16” $14, 18” $16, 
20” $18

g. NA21 Long & Short Bead Chain  
16” $22, 18” $25, 20” $28
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j.

l.

k.

p.

o.

n.

m.

a.

b.

c.

d.
h.

i.

e.

f.

g.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

w.

x. y. z. aa. bb. cc.

t. PA86 $29
u. P116 $54
v. P114 $54
w. P145 $30
x. P07 $26

a. PA82 slide $29
b. N99 flexible neckwire $48
c. PA21 $36
d. NN231-Black*  16” and 18” = $11               
e. PA23 $36

k. P17 $26
l. P22 $32
m. P21 $26
n. P109 $39

f. NN242-Black*  16” = $11  $18” = $12
g. PA22 $36
h. NN252-Black 16” = $12    
i. P12 $25
j. N95 flat neckwire $64

o. P110 $39
p. P111 $39
q. PA84 $29
r. PA97 $29
s. PA96 $29

y. PA88 $29
z. PA90 $29
aa. PA87 $29
bb. PA89 $29
cc. P08 $26

Classic
Sterling
Silver
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k.

m.

l.

q.

p.

o.

n.

a.

b.

c.

d.

i.h.

j.

e.

f.

g.

r.

s.
t.

u.

v.

w.

x.

y.

z.

aa.

a. E47 post or clip $32
b. P47 $24
c. NA24.  16” = $14, 18” = $16, 20” = $18
d. E26 post or clip $44
e. P28 $68
f. N67H  16” $118, 18” $128, 20” $142 

sterling silver and gold beads

o. E33 post or clip $44
p. P41 $38
q. E37 post or clip $44
r. P42 $38
s. E35 post or clip $38
t. P77 $62
u. E77 post or clip $52

v. P70 $38
w. E70 post $49
x. P71 $44
y. E71 post $49
z. P72 $38
aa. E72 post $49

g. P46 $24
h. NA22.  16” = $22, 18” = $24, 

20” = $26
i. E46 post or clip $32
j. E29 wire or clip $44
k. P26 $68
l. P29 $68
m. E24 post or clip $44
n P23 $58
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j.

l.

k.

p.

o.
n.m.

a.
b.

c.
d.

h.

i.
e.

f. g.

q.

a. P112 $64 on NNR118** 16” - 18” 
adjustable necklace $20

b. P238 $74 on NN303 - black* $40
c. PA15 $68 on NN304 - black* $26
d. P236 $74 on NN241 - black* $22
e. P04 $58
f. P20 $110
g. P237 $74
h. P32 $64
i. P02 $62

j. P19 $42
k. P49 Pin/Pendant $42
l. P247 $29
m. P243 $29
n. P282 $50
o. P244 $29
p. P245 $29
q. P246 $48
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EN340  $18

EN327  $18

EN32  $20

EN235  $18

E109    $24

E102  $24

E103  $28

E101  $25

E03  $39
(wire or clip)

E04  $39
(wire or clip)

E05  $39
(wire or clip)

E41  $40

E40  $40

E39  $44

E90  $32

E38  $44

E91  $32

E131 $24

E120 $24
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EN27  $20

EN181  $36
EN234  $20

EN241  $18

EN34  $16

EN15  $20

EN07  
$32

EN02  
$16

EN29  $32

EN36  $20

EN230  $24
EN171  $32

E108    $27E173 $27E172 $27 E174 $27

(Specify Color)

EA73  $24

Round Single 
Crystal

(Specify Color)

EA75   $24

Square Single 
Crystal

(Specify Color)

EA74   $24

Round Double 
Crystal

(Specify Color)

EA76   $24

Square Double 
Crystal

E15  
$24

E14  
$24

E13  
$24

Black Red ClearLt. Blue Pink
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GA188 Acrylic Salt & Pepper Shakers $29
G68 Monogrammed Oval Napkin Ring 
(nickel plated, set of 4) $30
G69 Single Initial Monogrammed
Place Card Holder (set of 4)  $30

G102  Nickel Plated Mint Julep 
Cup $26

G76 Nickel Plated Cake Knife 
and Server Set $34 
Only knife is engraved.

GA182 Round Acrylic Keychain $14

GA169 Oval Acrylic 
Christmas Ornament $14

GA170 Round Acrylic 
Christmas Ornament $14

G193 Ornate Silver 
Hostess Tray $26 

13.5” x 9”

Giftline

Our giftline pieces are nickel 
plated to minimize the need to 
polish them, as they do not tarnish!

GA191 Large Acrylic Magnetic 
Picture Frame 4” x 6”  $16

GA190 Small Acrylic Magnetic 
Picture Frame 2” x 3”  $14
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GA159 Square 3.75” 
Acrylic Box $20

GA195 Ice Bucket $42 
(6.75” x 6” x 7”)

GA179 2-quart acrylic pitcher with 
lid $46

GA194 Square salad/cereal/snack 
bowl $18 (5.25” x 5.25” x 2.75”)

GA194–4   (Set of 4 bowls $66)

GA180 Short glass,  $14

GA180–4   (Set of 4 glasses $50)

GA181 Tall glass,  $15

GA181–4   (Set of 4 glasses $54)

GA196 Tray with handles $59 
(16.5” x 10” x 2.25”)

GA193 Cookbook Stand $29 
(12.5” x 3.5” x 8.5”)

GA160 Recipe Box $42
(5.75” x 6” x 5.5”)

G161 Monogrammed Solid Cherry 
Cutting Board with Juice Groove $34 
(9” x 11”)

GA171 Cheese & Cracker Tray $32 
(12” x 9”)

GA183 Serving Tray $19 (8” x 10” x 1”)
GA164 Napkin Holder $14
GA188 Acrylic Salt & Pepper Shakers $29

Giftline

Personalized 
Entertaining!

Perfect 
Hostess, 
Wedding, 

and Shower 
Gifts!
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GA178  Pen holder cup  $16                         
GA177  Business card display $16

GA163  Notepaper holder $22

GA187 Acrylic Playing Card Holder $22

G57 $18 Glasses Case 
G96 $20 Contact Lens Kit and Case

G47  Heart bookmark $14
G46 Square bookmark $14

* G190 Classic 
4x6 Frame $24

G92 Classic 
3x3 Frame $20

G73 $40 
Large Rectangle 

Jewelry Trunk 
(6” x 3.75” x 2.75”)

* Not available until November 15, 2009.

G188 Ornate 
4x6 Frame $24

G189 Ornate 
5x7 Frame $28

G07 $14 
Round Key 
Chain

G104 $14 
Photo Frame 
Key Chain with 
reverse-side 
engraving

G48 $14 
Heart Key Chain

G40 $14 
Rectangle Key 
Chain

* G190 Classic 
4x6 Frame $24

G191 Classic 
5x7 Frame $28

G192 Classic 
8x10 Frame $40
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G55 Small  2.5” Square Box $18
G63 Medium 3.5” Square Box $22
G64 Oval Box $22 (4.5” x 3” x 1.5”)
G59 Ornate rectangle box $18 

(2” x .75” x 1.5”)
B308 12mm silver bead bracelet with 

charm 7” $136, 8” $142

GA168 Medium Heart Box 
$14 (4.25” x 5” x 1.5”)

GA167 Small Heart Box 
$12 (3” x 3” x1”)

GA192 Earring holder $30

GA185  Round cotton ball holder $25
GA184  Round soap dispenser $15
GA186  Round tumbler/toothbrush holder $10

More engraved soap can be seen on pages 80 – 81.

G74 Oval Jewelry Trunk $22 (3.75” x 2.75” x 1.5”)
G72 Small Jewelry Trunk $26 (3” x 2” x2”)

GA166 Acrylic Necklace Keeper $52
GA192 Acrylic Earring Holder $30
G191 Classic 5x7 Frame $28

G56 Lipstick Case with Mirror $18
G97 Pill Box $14

G53 Oval Mirrored Compact $18



j.

k.

a.

b.

c. d.

h.
i.

e.
f.

g.

Executive gifts!
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M6A gold/satin pen $18

M6M satin pen $18

M6B black/satin pen $18

M6F black/gold pen $18

Rosewood pen set with rollerball and ball point pens.  
With sterling silver engraved plate G22 $56

With engraved rosewood G162 $32

G20
Round horseshoe 

keychain
$59

For the Traveler
a. Star letter opener G100 $17
b. Large square jewelry/catch-all box G65 $27
c. Luggage Tag G51 $17
d. Business Card/Credit Card Case G50 $17

e. G158 Pewter golf keychain $18
f.	 Divot	tool/keychain	G41	$17		Engraved	ball	marker	on	

reverse side!
g. G156 Pewter cross keychain $18

Cufflinks
h. Two-toned M01 $79  (Sterling Silver & Brass)
i. Round sterling M04 $54
j.  Sterling/onyx M16 $54

k. Small raised square M02 $54  (Sterling Silver)



l.

p.

o.

n.

m.

q.
r.
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Stainless single blade G175 $18

G176 $20
Wooden multi-function

G49 $17
Keychain sized multi-function
pocket knife

Signet rings – available in sizes 4-12

R17 $62
R91 $44

Traditional M11
8.5” $210
9” $220
10” $230

Contemporary
B208
8” $159
9” $169

Sterling ID Bracelets

Personalized Gifts for Men!

Cuff links and Tie bar – Well dressed accessories!
l. Sterling silver square M09 $54
m. Sterling silver oval M03 $54
n. Tie bar M12 $34  (Sterling Silver)

Desk Accessories
o. 4x6 curved frame.  Monogram only.  G93 $24
p.	 Desk	clock	G66	$29
q. Round paperweight G54 $26
r. Letter opener G52 $17

Sterling Cufflinks & Tie Bar

Ornate sterling silver
money clipM20 $79

M05 Classic sterling
silver money clip $79
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Charm Bracelet Keychain

Slip this keychain on your wrist like a 
bracelet before you leave the store, the 
office, the car…and you will never have 
to dig for your keys in the rain, the dark, 
or with your hands full again!  And you 
will still have your hands free to carry 
whatever else you may have with you.

Handpainted glass beads make each 
keychain unique.  Pick the theme that 
fits your personality!

G170 – specify style number 
$29.50 with engraved silver-toned charm

GN170 – specify style number 
$19.50 without charm 

Handpainted Cross Keychains

G171 – specify style number 
$26 with engraved silver-toned charm

GN171-specify style number 
$16 without charm

G170-01  
Music Class

G170-02 
Awareness 
Ribbons

G170-03 
Apple for the Teacher

G170-04 
Peace and Happiness

G170-05 
Sun, Sand, Beach

G170-06 
Preppy and Smiling

G170-07 Happy Day 
(these beads are hand 
painted plastic)

G170-08 
Animal 
Attraction

G170-09 
Metallic Elegance

G170-10 
Have a Heart

G170-11 
Love Cats?

G171-01 
Large Red Cross

G171-02 Small Aqua Cross
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Personalized License Tags
Perfect for all occasions!

Designer License 
Plates - $25 
(Includes Lettering)

Give your car a unique 
personalized touch! Don’t just put 
a vinyl monogram on the window, 
put a personalized tag on the front! 

(Specify style, font, vinyl color, 
and personalization.)

Metal License Tags - $25 
(Includes Lettering)

 Item# VINLP – Specify Color
Available colors include beige, red, white, and 
black.  Don’t forget to specify personalization 

style, font, and vinyl color.

VINLP-01 VINLP-02 VINLP-03 VINLP-04 VINLP-05

VINLP-06 VINLP-07 VINLP-08 VINLP-09 VINLP-10

VINLP-11 VINLP-12 VINLP-13 VINLP-14 VINLP-15

G170-08 
Animal 
Attraction

G170-10 
Have a Heart
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Ordering A Vinyl Decal Is Easy!

Step 1 - Pick your size 
Step 2 - Give us your personalization 
Step 3 - Select your font and vinyl color.

VIN 1  ( 1.5” Height ) 

$18.50 per 14 Letters/Spaces

VIN 4  ( 3.75” Height ) 

$18.50 per 6 Letters/Spaces 
or 1 Monogram

VIN 5  ( 5” Height ) 

$18.50 per 5 Letters/Spaces 
or 1 Monogram

VIN 6  ( 5.75” Height ) 

$22 per 4 Letters/Spaces 
or 1 Monogram

VIN 14  ( 13.5” Height ) 

$20 per Letter/Space 
*Monogram = 3 Letters

Please Note:
-Vinyl Decals sizes are based off of the height only, width cannot be speicfied.
-When an outline is requested, it will equal the height specified, letters will be sized down to fit inside.
-Larger decals may come packaged in more than 1 section/application.

Available Vinyl Colors & PatternsVINYL DECAL
ITEM NUMBERS

Personalized Vinyl Decals!
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$1 royalty fee 
applies to 
GREEK 
orders.  

Sororities 
ONLY
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Large Multi–Purpose/Shower Caddy
VINK12 – Specify color $24

Small Multi–Purpose Utility Caddy
VINK11 – Specify color $16

Perfect for organizing anything that you want to carry 
around!  Whether that’s shower stuff, craft/sewing 
necessities, household cleaners, or toys with lots of 
pieces…this is definitely an all-purpose carry-all!

Available colors include hot pink, white, and green.

Organize notepads and pens by the phone, crayons and 
markers for arts and crafts, hairbows and brushes, or 
remote controls!  Don’t let the smaller size fool you!  
This little caddy is quite handy!

Available colors include blue, hot pink, and white.
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Pencil Box
VINK13 – Specify color $14

Polka Dot Storage Tote
VINK15 – Specify color $18

Stowaway Container with Lid
VINK10 – Specify color $22

Junior Step Stool
VINK14 – Red $18

Every home with little 
helpers needs a few of 
these around!  Just right 
for brushing teeth, making 
cookies, and reaching just 
a little higher!

Whether you are going to the pool, on 
vacation, or just want a happy way to 
keep books and things together, these 
lightweight waterproof totes are just right.

Available colors include strawberry, 
orange, and light blue.

Just right for CD’s and DVD’s, perfect for 
photos, great for toys with small pieces, you 
will find hundreds of uses for these shoebox 
sized boxes.

Available colors include white, hot pink, 
blue, and green.

With colors as cute as these, they may not be just for kids 
anymore!  Keep crayons and pencils and all things kids 
together, but you can also keep office supplies, bill paying 
necessities, first aid stuff, and so much more all together in 
this handy little box!  Every home needs a few!

Available colors include blueberry, orange, red, and hot pink.
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Can Coolers  W94 – specify color $16
Keep your drinks cool in your own personal style!  Monogrammed can coolies are great to keep in the car, at your desk, by the tv, or wherever 
you may be! Made of ¼” thick insulating foam. Specify color – 9 colors available!

Ice Buckets  
Give a serious dose of style to any party when you bring out these 
fantastic ice buckets!  Add a ribbon to match your table setting, and 
Voila!  Adorable!  Elegant!  Whatever mood you want to set!  Perfect 
wedding or hostess gift!  Seriously…who do you know who has an ice 
bucket this cute?!  Acrylic with neoprene cover.  8.75” tall x 6” wide

W82–hot pink  $49

W83–black  $49

W87–zebra  $56

Colors available: 
black, hot pinkWater Bottle “Wet Suits”

Keep your water cool…and looking cool…with our water 
bottle wet suits!  Made of neoprene, and embellished with 
a pearl, these are a perfect everyone gift

W91 – specify solid color  $28

Colors available: pink, lime, black, red, camo, orange, royal, purple, and light blue.

16 oz  Colorful Travel Mug

VIND04 – Specify color  $16
These fun mugs are as cute as they 

are practical!  Molded to fit into 
cup holders, keep you drinks warm 

in style as you run errands, get to 
work on time, or just try to stay 

warm!  Fill them with hot cocoa mix 
or flavored coffees and you have a 

great gift for just about anyone!

22oz Sporty Bottle

VIND03 – Silver  $28
This handy stainless steel insulated 
“bottle” comes complete with a 
carabiner to hook onto your bike, 
backpack, or bag.   Keeps cold drinks 
cold and hot drinks hot!  Looks great 
personalized for a man or a woman.

14oz Travel Mug

VIND02 – Black $24
This popular stainless steel insulated mug keeps hot 
drinks hot, cold drinks cold, and can be personalized 
for a man or a woman!  Great gifts for commuters, 
teachers, groomsmen, and people on the go!
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GA195-V* Ice Bucket $42 (6.75” x 6” x 7”)

GA196-V* Tray with Handles $59 (16.5” x 10” x 2.25”)

GA183-V* Serving Tray $19 (8” x 10” x 1”)

GA179-V* 2-Quart Acrylic Pitcher with Lid $46

GA159-V* Square 3.75” Acrylic Box $20

GA163-V* Notepaper Holder $22

GA182-V* 3” Round Acrylic Keychain $14

GA165-V* Acrylic Clipboard (9” x 12”) $20

GA193-V* Cookbook Stand $29 (12.5” x 3.5” x 8.5”)

Backyard BBQ Party Bucket
G194 – specify color  $32

Keep your drinks cool while adding life to the party with our 
monogrammed plastic party buckets!  Cheerful colors, room for cases of 

soft drinks and ice.  There  perfect for summer! 
20 3/8” diameter at opening,  8” high,  13 ½” base 

Colors available: lime, aqua

Too cute!  So Practical!
Sure…you need an ice bucket, a tray, a pitcher, 
a memo holder…but wouldn’t you rather add 
personality to these items by adding a name or 
monogram in big, bold color?  Choose from any of 
our vinyl fonts and colors to create the personality 
you prefer!  Makes a great gift, too!

See page 72 - 73 for more vinyl information.
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Colors available: 
black, light pink

Monogrammed Laptop Sleeves
W93 – specify color  $39
Super cute, super cool, our monogrammed 
laptop sleeves protect laptop from bumps and 
scrapes while in transit from location to loca-
tion!  1/8” high-density open-cell scuba foam.  
Fits laptop computers up to 14.35” x 10.7” x 1.5”  

See pg. 72 for Vinyl Decal 
ordering information

Sports Towel

For sports, the car, the gym, or the 
arm chair, everyone can find a use 
for these towels!

W04 – specify color  $16

Hunter Green PinkBlack

Master of the grill, the 
griddle, and the executive 
brownie chef will all love 
these items!  Unisex sizing 
fits men and women. 

Apron 24”Wx28”L with 
adjustable neck strap. 
Hat has adjustable elastic 
closure.

Adult Apron
W76  $29

Chef’s Hat
W80  $24

W49ME $19
(one size fits most)

Our cotton velour bath wraps make great gifts that are as 
practical as they are cute! Add mathcing slippers or bath 
towels and wow! Wraps are secured with a Velcro closure.

Men’s Wraps 
Fits appx. sizes 26 – 42 waist 

W50 – specify color $34

Little Guys Wrap 
W58 – White $28 

(17” L, Up to 30” at waist) 
Fits appx. sizes 4T – 12

Little Guys Wrap

Men’s Wraps

Men’s
Slippers

W50
White

W50
Navy

W50
Black 

Be sure to specify style/color 
when ordering!

W58
White

Golfer’s 
Accessory  Bag

Perfect for helping 
your favorite golfer 
keep track of their 
wallet, keys, and 
sunglasses while on the 
back nine! 6.75” x 8.75”

W95  $22  
Hunter Green
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Umbrellas $32

You will be eager for it 
to rain when you have 
one of these adorable 

monogrammed umbrellas 
to keep you dry! 

Automatic open and 
close feature!

W60, W61, and W62 
feature brown trim.

W60 W61 W62

W66–brownW64 W65W63

W70  Caps

Look cute and sporty in 
monogrammed baseball 
caps! Great for sun, fun, 

and bad hair days!

W70 – specify color $24

Available in orange, pink, 
navy, lime, black, brown, 
camouflage, and white.

Embroidery ships separately from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will ship with standard font/thread color as shown unless otherwise 
requestedon embroidery order forms.  Graphics available, ask your retailer for details!
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An unbelievable 
lather, a fresh mint 
extract to cool your 
skin, and coconut 
oil to moisturize 
it.  Sea salt and 
mint leaves gently 
exfoliate to leave 
you feeling fresh 
and clean.

A bubble bath for 
your shower! Scoops 
of sugar crystals 
gently exfoliate, while 
shea butter adds 
moisture to leave 
you feeling soft.  It’s 
a totally guilt free 
indulgence!

This sweet citrus soap 
transports you to the 
tropics!  With shea 
butter to richly 
moisturize your skin, 
palm oil to soften and 
smooth it, and kiwi 
seeds to gently exfoliate.  
A mini spa vacation in 
the shower!

Like a cold glass of OJ 
in the morning, this 
soap is invigorating, 
refreshing, and simply 
scrumptious! With 
shea and mango but-
ters to moisturize your 
skin, vitamins C and 
E to keep it youthful, 
and orange zest to gen-
tly exfoliate, you will 
be ready for the day!

This sweet floral 
fragrance is soft and 
romantic. With shea 
butter to richly 
moisturize your skin, 
aloe to soothe it, and 
Vitamin E to help 
maintain it’s 
youthfulness, this 
soap is as lush as it is 
beautiful.

Chocoholics, this is for 
you!  Talk about a bath 
that just makes you 
happy!  With shea butter 
to richly moisturize your 
skin, aloe to soothe it, 
and Vitamin E to help 
maintain it’s youthfulness 
this soap is good for your 
attitude and your skin!

White Tulips 
and Hyacinth Milk Chocolate Truffle

Mandarin Mango Kiwi Starfruit
   Cherries Jubilee
0 calories, 100% fat free, guilt free indulgence!

Aspen Mint 
with Fresh Lime

Fresh, Engraved, Soap!
This isn’t just any soap.  It’s some of the yummi-
est, most pampering soap you have used!  Sold 
in packs of 3 full bars, or 1 full bar and 2 round 
guest soaps, these soaps are the perfect gift – for 
yourself, or for others!  Who wouldn’t love a 
package of great soap…engraved with their mono-
gram?  Our soaps feature a triple milled pure 
vegetable base, for a luxuriously clean experience.

Monograms and names are available in all stan-
dard fonts.  Single initials available in script and 
Times Block fonts only.  Guest soaps are Fresh 
Linens scent, and will be engraved using a com-
plimentary font, with the single last name initial 
used on the full bar in the package.

GS01* – Single Bar $11 
GS02* – 1 Bar with 2 Guest Soaps $17.50 
GS03* – 3 Bar Package $20

*Specify scent when ordering

GS03*GS02*

GS01*

All packaging subject to change.
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Pure refreshment!  With 
shea butter to richly 
moisturize your skin, aloe 
to soothe it, Vitamin E to 
help maintain it’s 
youthfulness, and red 
raspberry seeds to exfoliate 
your skin.  Rejuvenate!

Soap Combo Packs!

By popular demand, we have created three 
fantastic combo packs of our delicious soaps! 
Only available in the GS03 – 3 bar packages $20

Simple Pleasures 
Raspberry Mint Tea, Long Stemmed Roses, and Fresh Linens

Tropical Fruit Sorbet 
Mandarin Mango, Cherries Jubilee, and Kiwi Starfruit

Chocolate Covered Cherries 
Milk Chocolate Truffle and Cherries Jubilee

You will feel like it’s 
Valentine’s Day every day! 
With shea butter to richly 
moisturize your skin, aloe 
to soothe it, and Vitamin 
E to help maintain it’s 
youthfulness, you will love 
this soap!

With shea butter to 
richly moisturize your 
skin, aloe to soothe it, 
and Vitamin E to help 
maintain it’s youthfulness.  
This crisp, refreshing 
fragrance will renew your 
senses, and make you say 
Ahhh!  

   Cherries Jubilee
0 calories, 100% fat free, guilt free indulgence!

Raspberry Mint Tea

Fresh Linens Long Stemmed Roses

Monogrammed Candles, $32
Scrumptious and gorgeous, you will fall in 
love with our monogrammed jar candles!  
Available in 3 incredible scents, these candles 
feature double wicks to burn cooler - which 
means less black smoke and dirty jars!  They 
are also specially formulated to burn evenly 
and disperse their fragrances throughout 
the room!  Each candle comes with font and 
color shown, or may be personalized with 
your choice of vinyl color and monogram 
style, for a truly personalized look.  Match 
your home, your wedding or event, or 
create a classic look as shown that will fit 
into anyone’s home!  Who wouldn’t love to 
receive a monogrammed candle?

Vanilla Bean Crème Brulee – GC14 
A creamy candle with the cool, sweet scent 
of this popular caramelized custard dessert!  
You will want to stick a spoon in it, but 
please don’t!

Honeysuckle Vine – GC15 
A creamy beige candle with the warm, 
sweet scent of this summer flower!  Do you 
remember pulling the stem and dropping the 
honeysuckle honey on your tongue?  Do you 
remember how the aroma draws you to the 
vine?  This candle is all that and more!

Cinnamon, Spice, and All That’s Nice 
GC16 
A caramel colored candle in a shorter jar, 
this warm, rich, homey scent is incredibly 
inviting!  It smells better than the best 
mulling spices have ever tasted! 
(And some have tasted really good!)

All jars are 16 oz. and feature a sculpted 
heavy glass lid with rubberized grip for secure 
closure.

GC14

GC15

GC16

*Specify scent when ordering
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Apron
With a gentle, flirty ruffle at the 
bottom, these aprons make cooking 
stylish!
WC01APRON $39 Lauren
WC02APRON $39 Heather

Hobo Bag
The softer 

rounded silhouette and slightly 
slouchy single strap give this 

roomy bag a slightly more 
contemporary feel.  
Magnetic closure.

WC01HOBO $39 Lauren
WC03HOBO $42 Caryn 

(13.5 x 2 x 10.5 in.)

Travel Sling
Whether at the ballgame, the park, shopping, 
or vacation, this is perfect any time you want
your hands free!  Zip top, adjustable strap, 

and exterior pocket.  (13.5 x 3.5 x 9in.)
WC01SLING $32 Lauren
WC02SLING $32 Heather
WC03SLING $35 Caryn

Zip Top Tote
Quilted for extra protection, 
lined with pockets for greater 
organization, and a zipper to 
close to keep it all together 
– this is the ultimate tote for 
traveling…anywhere! Also makes 
a great diaper bag for the stylish 
mom-on-the-go.
WC01ZTOTE $52 Lauren
WC02ZTOTE $52 Heather
WC03ZTOTE $54 Caryn
(22 x 8 x 13.5 in.)

Rectangular Tote
A great classic bag that is always in 
style!  Features zip top closure and 
interior zip pocket.
WC01RTOTE $42 Lauren
WC02RTOTE $42 Heather
WC03RTOTE $45 Caryn
(13.5 x 9.5 x 4 in.)

Large Cosmetic Bag  (9.5 x 3 x 7.5 in.)
WC01LCOS $24 Lauren
WC02LCOS $24 Heather
WC03LCOS $26 Caryn

Small Cosmetic Bag  (8.5 x 1 x 5 in.)
WC01SCOS $20 Lauren

WC02SCOS $20 Heather
WC03SCOS $22 Caryn

Lauren 
WC01

Heather 
WC02

Caryn 
WC03

Our pink and brown 
Lauren pattern is classic, 
fun, and trendy at once!  
Both young and young 
at heart will love this
collection!  Standard
embroidery on all items 
in the Lauren pattern is 
interlocking monogram
in crème thread.

Our black and khaki 
Heather pattern is sporty, 
contemporary, or mod 
depending on how you 
personalize it!  This great 
pattern is definitely a 
classic!  Standard 
embroidery on all items 
in the Heather pattern is 
interlocking monogram 
in crème thread

Our black and white 
Caryn pattern is a heavier 
jacquard fabric, and 
absolutely beautiful! 
This is one of those
patterns that you will
never grow tired of! 
Standard embroidery on 
all items in the Caryn
pattern is interlocking 
monogram in red thread.
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W39 – 
Ivory $12

W37 – $12

W38
$12

Our luxurious 450 thread count handtowels 
are 100% Egyptian cotton!  Embroidered with 
a monogram or single initial, they add a touch 
of graciousness to the guest bath.  The perfect 

“anyone” gift, paired with monogrammed soap!

W55 $49

Ultra-soft micro-fleece full sized throw is densely knit 
with ultra-fine microfiber yarns for a luxurious feel. 

A great couple gift!  50”x70”

100% Cotton Terry Cloth Towels

Taking a bath and washing your hands is a lot more enticing with towels this 
cute. From toddlers to dorm rooms, these extra thick towels are a favorite.

W03 – Specify color Bath Towel only – specify color 27” x 52”, $25 
Available in white, beige, or brown.

Towels are also available as sets.

W45 – White Bath, Hand, and Wash Cloth Set $47 
W45HT – White Hand Towel $16

W46 – Beige Bath, Hand, and Wash Cloth Set $47 
W46HT – Beige Hand Towel $16

W81 – Brown Bath, Hand, and Wash Cloth Set $47 
W81HT – Brown Hand Towel $16

W35 – Specify color Ribbon Bath Towels 27” x 52”, $31 
Available in black polka dot, camouflage, or pink/green stripe.

W36 – Specify color Ribbon Hand Towels $18 
Available in black polka dot, camouflage, or pink/green stripe.
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Bright Slippers $19

W56S – Hot Pink 
W56M – Hot Pink

W57S – Lime Green 
W57M – Lime Green

Beach Towels

Add personality to your days in the sun with our 
brightly colored, extra soft beach towels. 35” x 60”

Available in lime, fuchsia, aqua, orange, navy, and 
chocolate with oversized lime polka dots.

W05 – Specify color $28

W49WO $19
(one size fits most)

For Men’s Slippers 
see page 78.

Sizes
S = 6 – 7 
M = 8 – 9

Cosmetic Bags
One for the eyes, one for the hair, one or two for the purse, one for the desk…these 
terry cosmetic bags are the perfect complement to our bath wraps and beach towels, 
and every girl can use a few!

Black Pink Lime

Aqua Purple Brown

Cabana Striped Beach Towels
New striped beach towels add personality with a classic twist!  
They are just begging for the summer to get here!  30” x 60”
W99 – Specify color $32
Available in red/white, royal/white, and lime/white.

Large Cosmetic Bag,  $29 
W100 – Specify color

Small Cosmetic Bag,  $25 
W101 – Specify color
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Our cotton velour bath wraps make great gifts that are as practical as they are cute! 
Add matching slippers or bath towels and wow! Wraps are secured with a Velcro closure.

Adult Wraps 
(26-28” L, Up to 40” at chest) 

Fits appx. sizes 0 – 16 
Solid Colors $34 

Ribbon Accented $39

Men’s Wraps
(See page 78) 

Fits appx. sizes 26 – 42 waist 
W50 – specify color $34

Youth Wraps 
(23” L, Up to 25” at chest) 

Fits appx. sizes 10 – 16 
W51 – specify color $36

Little Guys Wrap 
W58 – White $28 

(17” L, Up to 30” at waist) 
Fits appx. sizes 4T – 12

Little Girls Wraps 
W59 – specify color $28 

(19” L, Up to 18” at chest) 
Fits appx. sizes 6x – 10

Adult Wraps

Youth Wraps

Little Girls Wraps

Little Guys Wrap

W11 – Aqua

W12
Black

W51
Pink Polka

W51
Watermelon

W51
Black

W51
Pink/Green

W59
Pink Polka

W59
Watermelon

W59
Chocolate with 
Hot Pink Polka

W51
Chocolate with 
Hot Pink Polka

W58
White

W11 – Lime

W12
Groovy

W11 – Orange

W12
Pink/Green

W11 – Hot Pink

W12
Pink Polka

W11 – Red

W13
Pink/Green

W11 – White

W13
Black

W11 – Yellow

W16
Black

W11 – Chocolate

W17
Hot Pink Polka

W18
Hot Pink Polka

W19-Zebra W14 – choc/green dot
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Pool Bag

Our oversized water resistant nylon bag is 
available in 3 fun colors, and features an 
inside zippered pocket and rope handles 
with Velcro accent handle wrap.  Perfect 
for days in the sun all summer long! 
22”W x 15”H x 8.5”D

WH23 – specify color  $29

Available colors: yellow, lime, royal

Practical Totes

Depending on the monogram you choose, these 
practical totes can be cute and sweet, classic and chic, 
or quite sporty!  Perfect for trips in the car, dance, 
sports, and for keeping books and papers together.  
Lightweight cotton canvas

WH27 – Specify color   $16

Available colors include purple, blue, and brown.

Oversized Jute Totes

Cool colors, lightweight, eco-friendly, very 
spacious…who wouldn’t love to have one 

of these bags?  Not only can you carry just 
about anything in them, they look and feel 
great!   Wear it on your shoulder or carry it 
like a tote, but be assured that you will find 

many reasons to use this great bag.

WH28 – Specify color  $34

Available colors include khaki, 
black, lime, and coral.

Purple Blue Brown

Embroidery ships separately from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will ship with standard font/thread color 
as shown unless otherwise requested on embroidery order forms.

Graphics available, ask your retailer for details!
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Off We Go Totes

These just look like fall 
in the mountains! Or a 
weekend at the cottage!  
Carry that sophisticated, 
relaxed attitude with 
you whenever you need 
a roomy tote. Rolled for 
comfort, handles are the 
right length for shoulders 
and the waterproof fabric 
are just the right details for 
fashion and function. 
14” x 21”

WH16 – Specify color $32

Available colors include 
glacier blue, green, or 
pumpkin orange.

Mini Tote

These adorable water 
resistant mini-totes are the 
perfect size to be used as 
a purse, a lunch bag, or to 
organize a small collection 
of “stuff” in one bright, 
cheerful place. 
Front pocket, poly/canvas, 
8” x 12”

WH11 – Specify color $22

Available in pink, white, 
and lime.

Carry-All Tote 
WH21  $39

This heavy-duty 14oz canvas 
tote is as sturdy as it is 
fashionable!  With a snap 
closure, sturdy base insert, 
and reinforced shoulder 
straps, you will love the look 
and functionality of this bag. 
12.5”L x 6.5”D x 14”T

Pick Me! Tote

This generously sized tote is lined, nicely finished, 
and stylishly constructed.  Perfect for carrying 
office papers, beach towels and accessories, 
groceries, or anything else you need with you! 
Eco friendly jute!  16”H x 5.5”D x 14”W

WH22 – specify color  $39

Available colors include khaki and aqua.

Multi-Pocket Tote
WH25  $34

This water resistant 
600D poly tote 
is designed with 
maximum capacity and 
organization in mind! 
Five accessory pockets 
feature Velcro closure 
to keep your things 
securely in their place! 
14.5”W x 14”H x 5”D
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Polka Dot Bags

As a handbag or as a tote, bags just don’t get much more fun than 
these!  Roomy enough to hold beach towels, books and papers, or 
the “life” that you fill your purse with, this bag is just plain fun! 
18 ½” x 16 ½”

WH04 – Specify bag and dot color $28

Available colors include beige/black dots, brown/beige dots, 
brown/lime dots, brown/aqua dots, brown/pink dots, 
pink/lime dots, or red/white dots.

Small Jute Handbag

This smaller handbag is perfect for those 
times when a bulky bag just won’t do! 

Cute and petite, it is elegant with a script 
monogram, whimsical with the curlz font! 

Great, too, for young girls! 9” x 11”

WH01 – Specify color $16 
Available in khaki, black, or hot pink.

Striped Handles Totes

These so very cute and so very roomy water resistant totes 
will handle just about anything – a couple of beach towels, 
bunches of toys, books and papers – whatever you need to 

keep together! Trimmed in white. Poly and canvas. 
19.5” x 14”

WH12 – Specify color $32 
Available in lime, black, or orange.

Embroidery ships separately from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will ship with standard font/thread color 
as shown unless otherwise requested on embroidery order forms.

Graphics available, ask your retailer for details!

To order this cute
Flower graphic,
use code: GR43 on your 
embroidery order form.
Embroidery item #’s ending in “G”
include a free graphic.  For all other 
items there is an additional charge.

More graphics available!
See page 96 for more details.
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Chocolate Totes

These trendy totes 
are so roomy that 
you can fit your day 
in here…or your 
overnight!  Whether 
you are toting 
toddler’s toys or all 
the necessities for 
the gang, this bag has you covered! Two 
great color combos!  Features zip top 
and easy access top zip pocket. 
21” x 15” 
Available in pink and blue.

WH19 – Specify color $32
Pink Floral Beach Bag

Nylon with leakproof lining, 
sunken zipper top, 18” x 15”

WH14  $28

Large Boat Tote

Extra roomy canvas 
tote with front pocket, 
aqua handles, 14” x 18”

WH07 $29

Canvas Boat Totes

Canvas tote with front pocket. 
12.5” x 15”

WH06 – Specify color $26

Available in pink or black.

Poolside Stripe Tote

This very cute and roomy 
water resistant tote 
will handle just about 
anything – a couple of 
beach towels, bunches of 
toys, books and papers 
– whatever you need 
to keep together! poly/
canvas, 18” x 12”

WH15–Lime $28

Sporty Stripe Tote

Cheerful, sporty, clean, fun, and classic…this tote fits 
the bill perfectly!  With a front pocket, zipper closure, 
sturdy base insert, and water resistant 600D poly 
fabric, this tote is as cool at the pool as it is on a trip! 
14”L x 8”D x 12”T

WH24 – Specify color $39

Available colors include: 
pink, light blue, red, yellow, khaki, green
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Cooler Tote

Have lunch in style! 
Trimmed in a cute, 
sporty style, and lined 
in a crisp, waterproof 
white, these are a step 
above. 6 can capacity 
easily fits lunch or 

snacks for all the kids.

15” L x 7.5” H x 7.5” W 

W71 – Specify color $30

Available colors include green, 
black, orange, or pink.

Economy Totes

WH20 – Specify color $14

Cheerful, lightweight, easy to 
take along just in case…our 
bright economy shopping 
totes are perfect for those 
who want to “go green” by 
bringing their own bags, 
for shopping the farmer’s 
market and craft fairs, for 
the kid’s dance and sports 
equipment, as a travel bag 
for the car…and at this price, 
they are the perfect “little 
something” personalized!  
15”x16”  6oz cotton

Cooler Tote with Front and Side Pockets

WH26 – Specify color $24

What a great lunchbox, snack bag on the 
go, cooler to take to the park or the pool!  
Insulated cooler tote holds up to 6 12-oz. 
cans and is available in 4 fantastic colors! 
12”L 8”H 4.5”W 
Water resistant Nylon Polyester

Red

Black

Pink

Lime

Blue

Aqua

Fuchsia

Purple Brown

GreenLime

6-Pack Cooler Bag

Features adjustable 
shoulder strap, 
front pocket 
11” x 9”

W47 $19
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Laundry Bags

These laundry bags are too cute to hide in the closet! 
Oversized bags hold loads of laundry, and look adorable 
in any bedroom or dorm room!

W73 Lime/Aqua Laundry Bag
22” x 25”, Terry cloth, $45

W72 Lime/Pink Laundry Bag
22” x 25”, Terry cloth,  $45

Duffle Bags

For overnight stays, sports, dance, and everywhere they want to carry 
their things, kids will love seeing their name on these perfectly sized 
duffles.  Includes side zippered pocket, poly/canvas, 17” x 9 ½”

W48G – Specify color $22

Available in brown, pink, and blue.

Leatherette Lunch Bags

8”W x 4”D x 10.5”H

These chic, classic leatherette lunch 
bags are fully insulated, and look 
great!  You will want to take your 
lunch to work now!  Features front 
slip pocket with Velcro closure.  
Holds up to 6 12-oz. cans.

W102 – Specify color  $32

Available in black, brown, red, sage.

Cozy and Cute “Stadium” Blanket

Our adorable and super plush pink/green 
reversible throw will stand out in a football 
crowd, and keep you cozy warm in front of the 
tv!  50”x60” with whip stitch trim.

W10 $28

Embroidery ships separately from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will ship with standard font/
thread color as shown unless otherwise requested on 

embroidery order forms.

Graphics available, ask your retailer for details!
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Satin Lined Fleece 
Baby Blanket

Measures 30” x 42”
(specify color)

W52G – specify color $25

Our Micro Fleeceblankets
are made from heavy knit 
ultra fine microfiber yarns 
for a super soft feel! You’ll 

want one for yourself! 
(Specify: pink, brown, or 

natural white)

Large Baby Blanket 30” x 40”
W53G – specify color $26

Small Baby Blankie 15” x 15”
W54G – specify color $12

W52G – Blue

W52G – Pink

There is something really sweet about a 
baby in these soft, pastel baby colors! It 

just makes you want to rock them to sleep. 
And all 100% cotton!

Specify color when ordering!

(Bib)  W07G $12

(Burp) W08G $12

(Hooded Towel) W06G $24

Bib = 9” x 12” 
Burp = 9” x 18” 

Hooded towel = 30”x 30”

W33G  $24 
White/Red 
Hooded Towel

Hooded Towels & Matching Bibs
These matching personalized sets are 

adorable and practical!
Hooded Towel measures 30” x 30”

W33G  $24 
White/Fuchsia 
Hooded Towel

W33G – White/Royal 
Hooded Towel  $24

W32G  $14 
White/Royal Bib

W32G  $14 
White/Red Bib

W32G  $14 
White/Fuchsia Bib



9393All embroidery items will ship with standard font/thread color as shown unless otherwise requested on embroidery order forms.

Your baby will look adorable in these terry cloth bibs 
and burps with bright colors and with ribbon accents.

Light Blue & 
Royal

Red & 
Green

White & 
Fuchsia

White & 
Red

White & 
Royal

Periwinkle & 
Yellow

Hot Pink & 
Brown

Pink & Fuchsia Lime & Fuchsia Lime & Royal Orange & Royal Royal & Red

Baby Bib
W30G  $14
Specify Ribbon

Burp Cloth
W31G  $14
Specify Ribbon

Black/White
Polka Dot Pink/Green Ribbon

Red/White
Polka Dot Groovy Mod Ribbon Camouflage Ribbon

Bright Baby Bibs
W32G – $14
(specify color)

Embroidery ships separately from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will ship with standard font/thread color 
as shown unless otherwise requested on embroidery order forms.

Graphics available, ask your retailer for details!

To order any of the adorable 
graphics shown here use the 
code given by each item on
your embroidery order form.
Embroidery item #’s ending in “G” 
include a free graphic.  For all other 
items there is an additional charge.

GR09

GR05

GR37

More graphics available!
See page 96 for more details.
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Cashmere Feel 
Print Scarves

Super soft 
cashmere feel 
scarves, in super 
cute, super 
fashionable 
patterns!  
Personalize these 
with a nice classic 
block monogram 
and you have 
a great gift for 
a man. Use a 
cheerful curlz or 
elegant script and 
have a great gift 
for girls of all ages!

W97 – Specify 
color  $24

Soft As A 
Sweater Bright 
Scarves

Keep warm in the 
season’s hottest 
colors!  This so so 
soft scarf will make 
you wish for snow!

W96 – Specify 
color  $24

Warm and Fuzzy 
Scarves

Includes matching gloves.

W22 – Specify color  $29

Available in stripes, hot 
pink, or lime (not shown).

Chenille Stocking

The sparkling cranberry 
red, satin-lined matching 
family stockings were hung 
by the chimney with care…
and they looked beautiful!  
Update your Christmas 
mantle this year!

W41  $32

Black

Ivory Olive

Dark Brown 
Plaid

Berry Pink

Ivory Plaid

Red

Grey and Black 
Herringbone

Eggplant 
Purple

Pink Fruit Stripe

Bright Teal Blue
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Pashminas!

They are stylish, keep the chill off, 
and they are very portable!  Our 
28” x 72” pashminas are great 
to have around indoors and out!  
Great gift for women of all ages!

W90 – specify solid color  $34

Available in black, brown, beige, 
pink, and aqua.

W92 – specify zebra print  $42  

*Please note, due to the delicate nature of this fabric, slight 
openings may be seen in the weave of the fabric around the 
edges of the embroidered letters.  This is unavoidable, and is vis-
ible upon a close-up inspection. We would recommend ordering 
these without monogramming if this will be a concern to you.

Aqua pashmina shown below 
pinned with one of our ster-
ling silver monogrammed pins.  
See page 58 for more options.

Soft Knit Shawls

These incredibly soft knit 
shawls will keep you warm 
year round!  At the game, the 
Christmas parade, or in a 
chilly restaurant in July…these 
generously sized shawls will 
keep you stylishly warm.

Red shawl shown pinned 
with one of our sterling silver 
monogrammed pins.  See 
page 58 for more options.  

W98 – Specify color $45

Available in black, red, and 
hot pink.

Embroidery ships separately 
from engraved orders.

All embroidery items will 
ship with standard font/

thread color as shown unless 
otherwise requested on 

embroidery order forms.

Graphics available, ask your 
retailer for details!



Traditional Monogram

Block Monogram
Writing

Block Monogram
Writing

Traditional Monogram
Writing

Pet Sweaters

People will talk!  You can 
just tell them that your 

small pet has to stay warm 
in style too!  Only you have 
to know that you couldn’t 
resist dressing them up in 
these adorable sweaters.

Embroidery Graphics
Graphics are an extra $4 each. Graphics are embroidered 
above any name or monogram unless otherwise specified.

Item numbers ending with a “G” include a free graphic.

Make It Cuter!

Add a graphic to make your embroidery 
even more special and unique!

Measure your dog from 
the back of the neck to the 

base of the dog’s tale. 
(See Illustration)

X-Small Dog = 10in

Small Dog = 12in

W42  $20
Small

W43  $20
Small

W44  $18
X - Small



Traditional Monogram

Sophisticate

Classic Block

Times Block

Casual Block

Greek

Curlz

Cursive

Dots

Diamond

Script
Traditional Monogram

Traditional Monogram

Traditional Monogram

Block Monogram
Writing

Block Monogram
Writing

Traditional Monogram
Writing

Writing Only

Writing Only

Organizations Only

Embroidery Fonts and Thread Colors

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15

Left & Right Side Accent Letters



Personalized Note Cards
Perfect for all occasions!

QNC01 QNC02 QNC03 QNC04

QNC06* QNC07 QNC09

QNC05

QNC08 QNC10

QNC11 QNC12 QNC13* QNC14*

Ordering Instructions:
1    Choose your favorite note card design.
2    Choose your personalization – style, typeface, and ink color.
3    Determine how many cards you would like to order.

10 cards & envelopes $19.50
25 cards & envelopes $39.50

Available Quantities:

Available Ink Colors:

Images are for representations only, actual colors may vary.  *Not all font colors available on all cards

Ordering Example 
For qty. 25 of Card # QNC14 
in the example shown at left 
your order form would list:

Item# = QNC14-25 
Font = Comic Writing 
Color = Black Ink 
Personalization =  Tyler 
   Padgett

Available Note Card Fonts:

ADP
Standard 
GREEK

GREEK 
Curlz

FM $1 royalty fee 
applies to 

GREEK orders.  
Sororities ONLY

Curlz 
Monogram

Curlz 
Writing

Corinthia 
Writing

Interlocking 
Monogram

Doodle 
Writing

Times Block 
Writing

Typo Script 
Writing

Times Block 
Monogram

Gwendolyn 
Writing

Comic 
Writing

Block 
Writing

Bodoni 
Writing



Thank you for shopping our collection of Monogrammed Jewelry and Gifts!
What makes the perfect gift? We believe it is something that reflects the unique style and personality of the 

recipient, is well made, fashionable, and affordable. In this catalog you will find a wide assortment of engraved 

jewelry, embroidery, and gift items designed to fit any personality and age. Mix and match your favorite items 

then add that extra personal touch with a monogram or sentiment. Whether you are looking for a classic 

monogrammed pendant, a fun, trendy bracelet, or a keepsake gift, our catalog is filled with little surprises and 

original gift ideas on every page.

How to Read the Item Numbers

The first letters of the item tell you a lot about the piece.  For example:

B = Bracelet C = Charm E = Earring G = Gift N = Necklace P = Pendant R = Ring S = Set W = Woven

If the item number is a BN, PN, EN, RN, NN, etc., that means the item is non-engravable.

All silver jewelry shown is genuine .925 sterling silver unless specified otherwise.

Placing Your Order

First, select the items that you want to purchase!  We will need the item number, length/size, and color.  Initials 

should be given in the order that they will be engraved or embroidered—first name, last name, middle or 

maiden.

Standards

We employ various standards to ensure consistency and ease of ordering. Please specify the desired options 

from those listed in our catalog.  1)  If no bracelet length is specified we will send our standard 7” size   2)  If no 

necklace length is specified we will send our standard 16” length  3)  If no color is specified we will send black.  

4) If no font is specified we will automatically use interlocking monogram.  5) For embroidered items, if no font 

or thread color is specified we will use the standard as shown in the catalog.

Embroidery

For embroidered items, we will need your font and thread color selections. See page 85 for complete 

information. Keep in mind that embroidered items ship separately from engraved orders and additional 

shipping charges will apply.

Table of Contents
Pages 2-19 

Copper, Naturals, and 
Hammered Silver

Pages 20-25
Wood and Marble Collection

Pages 26-27 
Complete Shell Collection

Pages 28-29 
Pewter Collection
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Page 30-31 

Rings & Contemporary Silver
Page 32-33 

Mother’s Collection
Page 34-35 

Hand Stamped & Peace Jewelry
Pages 36-37 

Sterling Bracelets
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Pages 39-41 
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Colorful Classics
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Children’s Jewelry
Page 52 

Crosses
Pages 53-56 

Necklace Options
Page 57 

Engraving Fonts
Pages 58-63 

Engraved Pendants and Earrings
Pages 64-67 

Engraved Gifts
Pages 68-69, 78 

Men’s Gifts
Page 70 

Charm Bracelet Keychains
Page 71 

License Tags
Pages 72-73 

Vinyl Decal Monograms
Pages 74-77 

Color Everyday Gifts
Pages 78-95 

Embroidered Gifts
Pages 80-81 

Monogrammed Soap and Candles
Page 96-97 

Embroidery Fonts & Graphics
Pages 98 

Personalized Note Cards

Curlz

Engraving Fonts -- See Page 57 for complete information.

Fonts used for Names! Fonts used for Monograms!

Cursive Century Greek

Victoria Curlz Doodle

Circle

InterlockingTimes Block

Times Block

Personalization

See pages 53 – 56 for a selection of necklace styles and lengths.

See page 57 for information about engraving fonts.

See page 96-97 for information about embroidery font and thread colors.

See page 72-73 for information about vinyl fonts and colors.






